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ABSTRACT 
Optimization ofNovel Developments in 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Imaging 
by 
Tingting Chang 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a widely used imaging modality for 
diagnosing patients with cancer. Recently, there have been three novel developments in 
PET imaging aiming to increase PET image quality and quantification. This thesis 
focuses on the optimization of PET image quality on these three developments. 
The first development is the fully 3D PET data acquisition and reconstruction. 3D 
Acquisitions are not constrained in collecting events in single 2D planes and can span 
across different planes. 3D acquisition provides better detection since it can accept more 
events. Also it can result in lower radiation dose to the patient and shorter imaging times. 
With the application of 3D acquisition, a fully 3D iterative reconstruction algorithm was 
also developed. The aim of the first project in this thesis is to evaluate the PET image and 
raw data quality when this fully 3D iterative reconstruction algorithm is applied. 
The second development in PET imaging is the time-of-flight (TOF) PET data 
acquisition and reconstruction. TOF imaging has the ability to measure the difference 
between the detection times, thus localize the event location more accurately to increase 
the image quality. The second project in this thesis focuses on optimizing the TOF 
reconstruction parameters on a newly developed TOF PET scanner. Then the 
improvement of TOF information on image quality is assessed using the derived optimal 
parameters. Finally the effect of scan duration is evaluated to determine whether similar 
image quality could be obtained between TOF and non-TOF while using less scan time 
forTOF. 
The third development is the interest in building PET I magnetic resonance (MR) 
multi-modality scanner. MR imaging has the ability to show high soft tissue contrast and 
can assess physiological processes, which cannot be achieved on PET images. One 
problem in developing PET /MR system is that it is not possible with current MR 
acquisition schemes to translate the MR image into an attenuation map to correct for PET 
attenuations. The third project in this thesis proposed and assessed an approach for the 
attenuation correction of PET data in potential PET/MR systems to improve PET image 
quality and quantification. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a diagnostic imaging technique that can 
measure the metabolic activity in the human body. First utilized in clinical diagnosis in 
the early 1990s, it is often used to produce functional images of certain structures 
including the brain, heart, lung, liver and kidney. Functional images (figure 1.1(a)) 
generated from PET differ from anatomical or structural images (figure 1.1(b)) such as 
those generated by X-ray computed tomography (CT), in that they have the ability to 
reveal biochemical processes within the human body, such as blood flow, receptor 
density and glucose metabolism. In PET imaging, radioactivity is first attached or tagged 
to a radioactive material that is intrinsic to the human body (e.g. glucose, water, and 
ammonia). When a solution containing the radioactive substance is administered to the 
patient via injection, PET imaging can be used to map both normal and abnormal tissue 
function. More specifically, a specially designed PET scanner can be used to monitor 
how the body processes this radioactive material and generates the associated distributed 
and accumulated images. Frequently the radioactive material used is 18F labeled fluro-
deoxy-glucose (FDG), a 'glucose analog' that accumulates in regions having high 
metabolic activity such as brain, liver and malignant tumors (figure 1.1(a)). 
Accumulation of 18F-FDG by the tissue is directly related to its metabolic activity. Hence, 
an abnormal increase in uptake would indicate the presence of malignant tumor cells. 
Usually the biologic and metabolic activities of disease precede any anatomic evidence of 
illness. Consequently, PET is an important technique for the diagnosis and staging of 
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malignant disease and increasingly it IS being employed 1n monitoring a patient's 
response to cancer therapy. 
In summary, PET imaging can be used to non-invasively detect functional 
changes in vivo with high sensitivity and specificity (1). It can also be used to quantify 
the amount of radioactivity in the human body, which is particularly important in the 
diagnosis, staging, and evaluation of treatment response. These advantages have enabled 
wide acceptance of PET imaging as a diagnostic and a research tool, with applications in 
oncology (2,3), neurology (4), cardiology (5), and pharmacology (6). 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the fundamentals of PET imaging, 
including the processes of PET data acquisition and image reconstruction. A brief 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of(a) PET image and (b) CT image 
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discussion of computed tomography (CT) imaging principles is included, as well as a 
discussion of combined PET/CT imaging. These modalities are complementary in the 
sense that CT yields anatomical information on the location of boundaries, organs and 
targets, whereas PET images contain information on tissue function. This chapter ends 
with an introduction to those characteristics of PET imaging that relate to the central 
topics of this dissertation. 
1.1 PET Data Acquisitions 
A PET imaging requires the patient to be injected with radioactive materials that 
are labeled with positron emitting radio-nuclides. The most commonly used nuclides are 
18F, 150, 13N and 11C, which all represent the most abundant elements in the human body. 
These positron-emitting nuclides can be used to label many radio-pharmaceutical 
compounds such as 11CO, 13NH3, 150-labeled water and 18F-FDG. All of these 
radioactive labels decay by emitting positron, which is the anti-particle of electron. For 
example, if the radio-pharmaceutical compound is 18F-FDG, the decay equation is 
(1.1) 
where 13+ represents the emitted positron and v represents a neutrino. The emitted 
positron rapidly interacts with an electron ( fF ) from the surrounding tissue 
(1.2) 
The mass of both particles is converted by annihilation into two gamma photons (2 J1, 
following Einstein's mass-energy equation E = mc2 . According to this equation, each 
gamma photon from this positron electron annihilation has an energy of 511 keV, and the 
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two gamma photons are emitted In opposite directions due to the conservation of 
momentum. 
A PET scanner has a ring of detectors that is capable of detecting gamma rays 
generated inside the human body. The principle of PET imaging is illustrated in figure 
1.2. When annihilation between positron and electron occurs, two gamma photons are 
generated and emitted simultaneously in opposite directions, hitting two detectors within 
Det 
Coincid nee 
L Ci:rcuit -
Figure 1.2: Fundamental ofPET imaging 
a time frame of several nanoseconds. Consequently, two detections made within such 
timing window are viewed as a 'coincidence event' resulting from this annihilation 
process. The line connecting the two detectors is recorded as line-of-response (LOR), 
which indicates that the annihilation occurred somewhere along this line. As the scanning 
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process continues, additional gamma rays emit, and a lot of coincidence events occur 
along each possible LOR. The system sorts the collected coincidence events into a 
histogram (usually called a sino gram) according to their locations (e.g. , radial distance 
and view angle in 2-D mode as shown in figure 1.3), or stored on an event-by-event basis 
known as a List-Mode acquisition. During each PET scan, the total number of 
r 
·. 
. . 
I :1 1--·D 
nograr 1 
Figure 1.3: Mapping relationship between LOR and sino gram data in 2-D mode 
coincidence detected along a specific LOR can be considered proportional to the line 
integration over the radioactivity distribution along that LOR. Therefore, the sinogram 
constitutes a Radon transform of the original radioactivity distribution (7), which is 
formulated as: 
g(r,B) = [ [ g(x,y)8(r-xcosB- ysinB)dxdy (1.3) 
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where the Randon transform g(r,B) is the line integration of the image g(x,y) specified by 
the line parameters (r, B), where r is the distance from the center of the field of view 
(FOV) to the specific line and() is the pitch angle of the line. 
1.2 PET Image Reconstruction 
PET image reconstruction is an mverse problem associated with PET data 
acquisitions. It provides an estimate of the original object via an analysis of the acquired 
image data. In the early days of PET scanning, a filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm 
had widespread use in image reconstruction (8). Using this technique, an image of the 
distribution of the radio-activities within the body to be formed from collected sinogram 
data. A fundamental assumption of the FBP technique is that sinogram data can be 
modeled as a Radon transform of the original image (equation 1.3). Specifically, 
-LSSP_. 
A B 
Filter 
Fundion ~___;:..____._ 
v 0 v 
Figure 1.4: Filtered back-projection (FBP) reconstruction for PET imaging 
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sinogram data collected at each angle are first passed through a selective filter and then 
back-projected to the original image space (figure 1.4). The greater the number of angles 
projected, the greater the degree to which the reconstructed image represents the original 
object. The FBP reconstruction algorithm performs well in a noiseless image acquisition 
environment, but is severely degraded in the presence of noisier imaging conditions. Such 
a result stems from the fact that FBP model of the photon detection process is simplistic 
and does not account for a variety of physical processes involved in the detection process. 
More recently, statistical image reconstruction techniques rather than FBP have 
been shown to provide more accurate system models of the photon detection process and 
result in much better images after reconstruction (9-11). In these statistical approaches, 
the PET imaging system is modeled as a discrete system ( 12) described by the following 
expectation function: 
N 
E{yn} = L Hnmxm + rn (1.4) 
n=l 
Here vector elements {yn} represent the sinogram data vector elements acquired by the 
PET scanner, whereas the vector elements Xm characterize the true patient image and 
specifically the amount of radioactivity inside each pixel or voxel (3-D pixel) of the 
model. The vector elements r n correspond to noisy background incidents, including 
random and scatter coincidences which will be discussed later. Usually, rn is usually 
modeled as a Poisson noise distribution due to the statistical nature of PET imaging. 
Matrix H is called the system matrix, whose elements Hnm are proportional to the 
probability that a photon pair originating at voxel m can be detected along the n-th LOR. 
Such design for the system matrix H facilitates the incorporation of the modeling details, 
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such as physical processes of positron range, non-collinearity, attenuation correction, 
detector efficiency normalization and depth of interaction. Integrating such physical 
detail into the system matrix description produces a model that can better reflect the true 
photon detection probability (13, 14). 
Statistical image reconstruction is generally framed as an optimization problem, 
whereby an objective function is introduced to relate image estimation quality to 
measured data. A general solution for this problem is based on the maximum likelihood 
(ML) technique, in which an optimal image is modeled to be the one that maximizes the 
probability of making a detection of the data that are actually measured: 
X'= argmaxP(YI X) 
X 
(1.5) 
Here Y and X are the sinogram and image vectors, respectively, and P() is the Poisson 
likelihood function. However, ML-based image reconstruction is an ill-conditioned 
problem, in that small changes in the data can cause large variations in the reconstructed 
image (15). Another characteristic of ML-based image reconstruction is that as the ML 
algorithm approaches high iteration numbers, the reconstructed image becomes 
increasingly noisy. Hence, optimization of the ML objective function is usually 
terminated before convergence is reached. In addition, smoothing filters are usually 
applied to the image during or after the optimization process to suppress image noise. 
To solve the image reconstruction problem for ML approach, iterative techniques 
are often applied. The most frequently used iterative technique is the expectation 
maximization (EM) algorithm (16), which has the important advantage that it has a 
closed-form updating solution: 
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(p) 
xCp+t) == xm ~ H .. Yi 
m ~ H .. ~i lJ ~ H .. x\P) +r. ~i lj ~j lj J l (1.6) 
Here, x(p) m is the value of image voxel m after the p-th iterations. H, r, andy are the same 
as those in equation 1.4. A major drawback of the ML-EM algorithm, however, is its 
slow convergence. Therefore, evolved EM algorithm based on the concept of subsets has 
been developed to accelerate the optimization process (17-19). Each EM iteration is 
divided into a number of sub-iterations, and each sub-iteration only reconstructs a subset 
of the whole acquired data (sinogram). The resultant image from one sub-iteration is then 
updated by the next sub-iteration. This evolutionary set modification of the EM algorithm 
is called the Ordered-Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) algorithm (17-19). It 
performs much faster than ML-EM algorithm while achieving similar image quality; this 
algorithm is applied currently in most commercial PET scanners. 
Annihilation Image Reconstruction 
Figure 1.5: The process of PET imaging 
Sinogram/ 
Listmode Data 
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Upon completion of the image reconstruction process, PET images are displayed 
on workstations and physicians can evaluate and diagnose patients' tumors based on 18F-
FDG concentration. The whole process of PET imaging, including data acquisition, data 
storage, image reconstruction and display, is summarized in figure 1.5. 
1.3 CT Imaging Principles 
CT imaging is a transmission imaging modality, which differs from emission PET 
imaging. CT acquisition measures transmission X-rays through the human body. 
Transmitted X-rays are received by detector arrays. The purpose of the CT scanner is to 
acquire a large number of transmission measurements through the human body at 
different positions. Figure 1.6 shows the process of a CT scan. The source X-ray 
transmits through the human body. Each ray transmits and attenuates through the body 
along a line, where the detector measures an X-ray intensity, It. The unattenuated 
Figure 1.6: CT X-ray source and detector 
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intensity of the X-ray beam is also measured during the scan by a reference detector, and 
the intensity is Io. The relationship between It and I0 is given by the following equation: 
I =I e-ji 1 
t 0 (1.7) 
where t is the thickness of the body along the ray and )l is the average linear attenuation 
coefficient along the ray. The product pt in equation 1.7 is an important parameter 
relating to the anatomy of the body along a given ray that can be easily calculated with 
knowledge of the measured values It and I0 as: 
Jlf = ln(J0 I IJ (1.8) 
Thus, after first preprocessing the CT raw data, the value p for each ray at each position 
is calculated and used in the CT reconstruction algorithm for the generation of a CT 
image. Numerous reconstruction algorithms have been developed for CT imaging, but 
FBP reconstruction is most widely used scheme employed in clinical CT scanners (20). 
In FBP reconstruction, the back-projection method builds up the CT image in the 
computer by essentially reversing the acquisition steps, similar to FBP applied in PET 
imaging (figure 1.4). Attenuation information along a known path of the narrow X-ray 
beam is integrated by a detector during CT acquisition. During FBP reconstruction, the p 
value for each ray is smeared along this same path in the image of the patient. As the data 
from a large number of rays are back-projected onto the image matrix, areas of high 
attenuation tend to reinforce each other, and areas of low attenuation also reinforce, thus 
building up the final CT image. 
After CT reconstruction, each pixel in the image is represented by a high-
precision floating point number that is useful for computation but less useful for display. 
Most computer display hardware makes use of integer images and CT images are 
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normalized and truncated to integer values before storing and displaying. The pixel value 
in final CT image, CT(x,y), for location (x,y) (assuming 2D image) is converted using the 
following expression: 
CT(x,y) = 1000 JL(x,y)- f.lwater 
f.lwater 
(1.9) 
where f.l(x,y) is the floating point number of the (x,y) pixel before conversion, #water is the 
attenuation coefficient of water, and CT(x,y) is the CT number (Hounsfield unit) that is 
displayed in the final CT image. The value of #water is about 0.195 for the X-ray beam 
energies typically used in CT scanning. This conversion results in CT numbers ranging 
from -1000 to +3000. Here, a value of -1000 corresponds to air; soft tissues range from-
300 to -1 00; water is 0; and dense bone and areas filled with contrast agent have values 
up to +3000. 
CT numbers are quantitative and lead to more accurate diagnosis in some clinical 
settings. For example, pulmonary nodules that are calcified are typically benign, and the 
amount of calcification can be determined from the CT image based on the mean CT 
number of the nodule. Measuring the CT number of a single pulmonary nodule is 
therefore common practice, and it is an important part of the diagnostic work-up. CT 
scanners measure bone density with good accuracy, and when phantoms are placed in the 
scan field along with the patient, quantitative CT techniques can be used to estimate bone 
density, which is useful to assess fracture risk. CT is also quantitative in terms of linear 
dimensions, and therefore it can be used to accurately assess tumor volume or lesion 
diameter. 
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1.4 PET/CT Multi-modality Imaging 
PET imaging has great advantages as a functional imaging modality, however, it 
has limitations especially when dealing with anatomy such as lesion localization and 
tumor volume measurement. This limitation is due to its relatively low image resolution 
and high image noise level when compared to other anatomical imaging modalities such 
as CT. In this regard, functional images provided by PET and anatomical images 
provided by CT are usually presented together to facilitate both diagnosis and treatment 
planning. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. 7: Images for the same patient. 
(a) CT, (b) PET, (c) Fused PET/CT 
(c) 
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Figure 1.7 shows an example of the PET/CT image, where the PET image, CT 
image and fused PET/CT image are displayed side by side for comparison. An important 
assumption associated with the fused PET/CT image is that the PET image is properly 
registered (aligned) with the CT image, so that a lesion identified in the PET image can 
be accurately localized on the CT image. If however, the PET and CT acquisitions are 
scanned separately (e.g., the patient needs to be transported between different scanners), a 
change in the external pose as well as internal organ displacement could occur between 
the two imaging procedures. Consequently, an extra image registration process is often 
required to accurately align the images acquired from different imaging sessions (21). 
This adds to the complexity of the imaging procedure and also reduces the reliability of 
the overall approach. To resolve this difficulty, combined PET/CT scanners have been 
developed, where the PET scanner is integrated with aCT scanner. Hence, the patient 
can receive both PET and CT scans within the same imaging session, without any 
transportation between different scanners (figure 1.8). An important advantage that 
accrues with the hybrid PET/CT scanner is that a CT scan can measure the photon 
attenuation of the object being imaged. Such information from the hybrid scanner can be 
used in the generation of an attenuation correction map, which can be used directly in 
PET image reconstruction. There is therefore no need to acquire a separate transmission 
scan for attenuation correction in the individual PET scanner (22). In addition, CT images 
are characterized by shorter acquisition time and lower noise content than transmission 
images. Consequently, the brief duration of CT scans significantly shortens the time to 
scan a patient in a PET/CT scanner. This also shortens the time a patient must remain still, 
reduces patient discomfort, and lessens the likelihood of patient motion. Finally, CT 
15 
PET Image 
CT Image Fused PET/C I 
Figure 1.8: An illustration of the PET/CT scanner 
images provide high-resolution anatomical information, which, when combined with PET 
images, can significantly improve diagnostic accuracy and patient management (23-28). 
Patient scheduling and radiation treatment planning are additional clinical areas 
that benefit from PET/CT. Most patients who are scheduled for an individual PET scan 
also receive a diagnostic CT scan prior or after their PET imaging session (29). These 
separate scans could be performed on the same PET /CT scanner in one extended session, 
thus facilitating patient scheduling and eliminating the need for transportation of the 
patient from one imaging suite to another. Patient waiting time would be reduced and 
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throughput would improve. For radiation treatment planning, it has been shown that 
incorporating PET data into treatment planning along with CT has the potential to 
improve the accuracy of delineating the lesion target volume (30-32). Obtaining the PET 
and the CT data as a registered data set greatly facilitates using the PET data in planning 
the treatment. 
Nowadays, individual PET scanners are rarely made by major medical imaging 
equipment manufacturers, while integrated PETICT scanners are usually supplied. The 
success of PETICT multi-modality scanners has motivated the exploration of other 
integrated imaging techniques, including single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT) I CT imaging (33) and PET I magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (34). 
1.5 PET/CT 3D Image Visualization 
PETICT images that consist of a 3-D volume are usually displayed in three 
conventional 2D views: transaxial, coronal and sagittal (35), as shown in figure 1.9. A 
transaxial plane divides the body into cranial and caudal (head and tail) portions, while a 
coronal plane divides the body into dorsal and ventral (back and front) portions. Finally, a 
sagittal plane divides the body into sinister and dexter (left and right) portions. All three 
views are often displayed simultaneously on the screen. A cursor within the three images 
that passes through the same point is also displayed. As the cursor is moved, the 
transaxial, coronal, and sagittal images are updated to the proper slice in order to show 
the point. This is an efficient way of navigating through a large 3-D dataset. On the other 
hand, the dataset can be re-sliced at an arbitrary orientation to provide oblique views. 
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This is useful for objects whose line of symmetry does not fall naturally along one of the 
perpendicular axes of the 3-D volume. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.9: Three views of PET image: (a) coronal; (b) transaxial and (c) sagittal 
1.6 PET Scanner Detectors 
The detector material used in a PET scanner is an important factor influencing its 
sensitivity and performance. The relatively high energy (511 keV) of the annihilation 
photons in PET scan result in dense high-Z scintillation detectors (36,37). These detectors 
are arranged in rings around the scanned object (figure 1.5). The PET system not only 
provides high detection efficiency but also allow the simultaneous collection of data for 
all projection angles utilizing a completely stationary set of detectors. 
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Currently most PET scanners utilize scintillation crystals coupled to 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) as detectors (38,39). The signals from the PMTs are 
processed using pulse mode to create signals that identifying the position, deposited 
energy, and time of each interaction. In early PET scanners, each scintillation crystal was 
coupled to a single PMT, which was costly and impractical to pack smaller PMTs into 
each detector ring. Modem designs couple larger crystals to more than one PMT (figure 
1.1 0). The relative magnitudes of the PMT signals coupled to a single crystal are used to 
determine the position of the interaction in the crystal, as in a scintillation camera (40). 
Scintillation crystals 
Figure 1.10: Design of PET detectors: scintillator coupled to PMTs 
Each detector material has a characteristic dead time that corresponds to the time 
required to process individual detected events. If a second pulse occurs before the first 
has been processed completely, the two pulses will overlap to form a single distorted 
pulse. Overlapped pulse amplitudes may fall outside the pre-selected window of analysis, 
30 
reconstruction cases. Finally, examine the effect of scan duration on image quality. In 
particular determine whether similar image quality can be obtained between TOF and 
non-TOF scans, while using less scan time for the TOF scan. 
Third Area: PET/MR Multi-modality Imaging 
PET/CT combined scanner has been proved to be a very powerful diagnostic tool. 
On the other hand, MR imaging shows the advantages over CT because of its high soft 
tissue contrast and its ability to assess functional parameters and physiological processes 
(e.g. heart function, blood flow or diffusion and perfusion) without the application of X-
ray radiation. Thus, the combination of PET with MR imaging is contemplated as the 
next step in the evolution of hybrid imaging. In addition, PET/MR has the advantage of 
simultaneous acquisition of the two modalities as compared to the contemporaneous, but 
sequential imaging process in PET/CT. This latter advantage has specific utility for brain 
imaging when conducting challenge studies where the stimuli and the processes being 
studied are dynamic. However, the technical challenges of PET/MR include the lack of 
photon attenuation information with which to correct the PET data, non uniformity of the 
MR FOV, truncation artifacts due to differences in the FOV size between the PET and 
MR, susceptibility artifacts in MR, detecting photons in the presence of a strong magnetic 
field, and most importantly a clinical application that specifically would benefit from a 
hybrid PET/MR as opposed to PET/CT. 
CT images produced in PET/CT scan has the ability to correct for attenuation in 
the resultant PET images. MR imaging however gives no direct indication of the amount 
of gamma photon attenuation because the MR signal intensity is mainly related to the 
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resulting in a loss of valid events. Such losses are called dead time losses. Scintillation 
systems usually have dead times in the order of 0.1-11-1sec. 
The scintillation material should emit light promptly to distinguish true coincident 
interactions from random coincidences and to minimize dead-time count losses at high 
interaction rates. In this regard, the detector material must have a high attenuation 
coefficient for 511 ke V photons. Currently most PET systems use crystals of bismuth 
germinate (Bi4Ge3012, abbreviated BGO) (41,42). Its great density and average atomic 
number result in a high efficiency in detecting 511 ke V annihilation photons ( 43). 
However light is emitted rather slowly from BGO (decay constant of 300 nsec), which 
contributes to dead-time count losses and random coincidences at high interaction rates. 
Several new scintillators are being investigated as possible replacements for BGO. Three 
of the most promising scintillators are lutetium oxyorthosilicate (Lu2Si05, abbreviated 
LSO) ( 44), lutetium yttrium orthosilicate (Lu1.8 Y0.2Si05, abbreviated L YSO) ( 45, 46), and 
gadolinium oxyorthosilicate (Gd2Si05, abbreviated GSO) (47). Their attenuation 
properties are nearly as good as those of BGO and their much faster light emission 
produces better performance at high interaction rates, especially in reducing dead-time 
effects and in discriminating between true and random coincidences. Their higher 
conversion efficiencies may produce improved intrinsic spatial resolution and scatter 
rejection. The properties ofBGO, LSO, LYSO, and GSO are shown in table 1.1. 
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proton density, whereas the gamma photon attenuation is mainly determined by the 
density of electrons. Consequently, it is not possible with current MR acquisition 
schemes to translate the MR image into a PET attenuation map, as it is done with CT 
images. 
Many groups have been investigating the problem of attenuation correction in 
potential PET/MR system and it is the key issue in PET/MR development. Currently 
several techniques have been proposed to rely on the use of the MR to either segment MR 
image into different tissue types and assign corresponding attenuation coefficients, or to 
use representative anatomical atlas registration to yield an attenuation map (71-73). 
Nevertheless, MR-guided attenuation correction still remains challenging for whole-body 
imaging, which includes attenuation of MR hardware, positioning aids in the field-of-
view (FOV), and truncation in the transverse plane owing to the limited size of the MR 
FOV. 
The aim of the third project is to investigate the feasibility of using the non-
attenuated PET images (PET-NAC) as a means for the AC of PET data in the PETIMR 
systems. An iterative segmentation approach has been proposed and assessed in this 
project, which could segment PET-NAC into three tissue types (background air, soft 
tissue, and lung). Then predefined attenuation coefficients were assigned for each tissue 
type to create an attenuation map for PET reconstruction. Such an approach can 
potentially be an alternative method ofMR-based AC in PET/MR imaging. 
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Table 1.1: Properties of several scintillators used in PET scanners 
Attenuation Energy Atomic coefficient Photo Light Decay 
Material Density Number 511 keV Fraction Output Time A, (nm) Resolutior 
(Z) (cm-1) (%) (phtons/Me V) (nsec) (% FWHM) 
BGO 7.1 75 0.95 40 9000 300 480 12 
GSO 6.7 59 0.70 25 8000 60 440 9 
LSO 7.4 66 0.88 32 30000 40 420 10 
LYSO 7.1 65 0.83 30 29000 42 420 10 
*Data from (48,49) 
1.7 PET Counting Efficiency 
Although PET imaging has been widely used for tumor diagnosis and staging, this 
imaging modality suffers from a relatively low image quality with respect to other 
modalities such as CT (figure 1.1 ). This is mainly due to the high noise content, which is 
caused by the relatively low counting efficiency of the scanner as well as the acquisition 
of scatter and random coincidences during the imaging process. 
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Chapter 2 
Reliability of Predicting Image Signal-to-noise Ratio Using 
Noise Equivalent Count Rate in PET Imaging 
2.1 Background and Motivation 
PET imaging with fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) is widely used in 
clinical oncology to facilitate patient diagnosis in a wide variety of cancers (74-76). 
However, this modality has been characterized by relatively low image quality (77) 
particularly due to its low sensitivity and the acquisition of random and scatter 
coincidences during the imaging process. To assess the image quality of PET scanners, 
the metric noise equivalent count rate (NECR) has been proposed (78). The NECR is 
determined from the PET raw emission data, and is used as a good indicator of the image 
quality because it takes into account the effects introduced by scatter and random 
coincidences (78-80). 
Several groups have investigated the behavior of NECR while using various 
acquisition parameters, with the goal of obtaining the optimal value of each parameter to 
achieve the highest NECR. Badawi et al. (81) attempted to optimize the NECR for 
different phantom sizes, activity in the field of view, lower energy discriminator level, 
and acquisition mode. Surti et al. ( 82) evaluated the impact of phantom diameter and 
scanner type on the NECR. The effect of injected dose on NECR was also evaluated by 
several other groups (83-85) to optimize the injected dose for patients of different weight 
or body mass index (BMI). In all these studies (81-85), the authors optimized the 
statistical quality of the data by maximizing the NECR. However, the NECR is a metric 
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that represents PET raw emission data and, therefore, may introduce potential bias when 
correlated to the quality of reconstructed images, since the NECR does not account for 
the normalization, attenuation correction, and reconstruction algorithm of the system. 
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is another widely accepted metric that 
characterizes PET image quality. SNR is derived from image statistics rather than raw 
data which are needed for NECR calculation. SNR reflects the relative signal level with 
respect to the noise of the reconstructed image and, thereby, the ability of PET to detect 
tumors (86-88). Watson et al. (89) showed that the square of the SNR is linearly 
proportional to the NECR in filtered back-projection (FBP) reconstruction. Dahlbom et al. 
(90) then showed a similar relationship when using Fourier rebinned ordered-subset 
expectation maximization (FORE-OSEM) reconstruction. Recently, several groups have 
assessed this linear relationship under various conditions. Brasse et al. (91) found a linear 
relationship between SNR and the square-root of the NECR for two random correction 
methods when PET data was acquired in 3D and reconstructed using FORE-FBP and 
FORE-OSEM. El Fakhri et al. (92) found that the ratio of the square-root of the NECR of 
2D and 3D at 3 different BMI values had a similar behavior to the SNR ratio for the 2 
modes of PET data acquisition and reconstructed by 2D-OSEM and FORE-OSEM 
respectively. 
Although many studies have shown that the square of the SNR is proportional to 
the NECR in various situations, some concerns about this relationship still exist. Wilson 
et al. (93) suggested that the choice of reconstruction algorithm and its associated 
parameters could have a large effect on image quality that could not be predicted by 
NECR alone. Others have raised concerns about this relationship when OSEM 
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reconstruction is used (94-96). This iterative algorithm provides a different nmse 
propagation (97,98) as compared to FBP and such noise characteristics may affect the 
relationship between NECR and SNR. Badawi et al. (99) pointed out that spatial 
resolution and reconstruction methods frequently differ between systems or acquisition 
modes, so the NECR might not always track image quality in a meaningful manner. 
Additionally, the raw data may not follow a Poisson distribution because of effects such 
as detector dead time (1 00); thus, the use of the NECR may be limited. Furthermore, the 
NECR does not account for possible count rate bias such as the systematic mispositioning 
of data because of spatial pile-up effects (1 OJ). 
The aim of this study is to evaluate using phantoms the relationship between the 
NECR and the SNR in PET imaging when a fully 3D OSEM reconstruction algorithm is 
applied. To our knowledge, this relationship has not been previously studied for a fully 
3D OSEM reconstruction model. Another aim of this study is to evaluate the effects of 
the NECR-SNR relationship on patient results by analyzing patient studies with different 
body mass index (BMI) and scanner types. In both phantom and patient studies, linear 
and nonlinear reconstruction methods were used to evaluate this relationship while using 
various reconstruction parameters. Two different scanner designs were also included to 
assess the effect of detection efficiency from various detector materials on the NECR and 
SNR. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
PET/CT Scanners 
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DSTE scanner: This scanner consists of a full-ring of bismuth germinate oxide 
(BGO) detectors arranged on four rings of 70 detector blocks. Each block consists of an 
8X6 (tangentialx axial) detector elements. The detector crystal size is 4.7*6.3*30 mm3. 
The scanner has a trans-axial field of view (FOV) of 70 em and a 15.7 em axial extent. 
The scanner has retractable septa and can operate in both 2D and 3D modes. The energy 
window is 375-650 keVin 2D mode and 425-650 keVin 3D mode, while the coincident 
timing window width is 9.6 ns for both acquisition modes. The axial and transaxial 
resolution is 5.1 and 5.4 mm respectively. The sensitivity in 2D and 3D is 2.2 cps/kBq 
and 8.4 cpslkBq respectively. In 2D mode the peak NECR is 88 kcps at an AC of 43 
kBq/cc, while in 3D mode, the peak NECR is 75 kcps at an AC of 13.1 kBq/cc. All 
measurements are based on the NEMA NU2-2007 standard. The full description and 
performance characteristics ofthis system can be found elsewhere (102). 
DRX scanner: This scanner consists of a full-ring of lutetium yttrium orthosilicate 
(L YSO) detectors. It is arranged on four rings of 70 detector blocks. Each block is 
composed of a 9 x 6 (tangential x axial) detector elements. The detector crystal size is 
4.2*6.3*30 mm3. The trans-axial FOV for this system is 70 em, and the axial extent is 
15.7 em. The scanner can operate in both 2D and 3D modes. The energywindow is 425-
650 keVin both 2D and 3D modes, while the coincident timing window width is 5.8 ns. 
The axial and transaxial resolution is 4.8 and 5.1 mm respectively. The system sensitivity 
in 2D and 3D is 1.7 cpslkBq and 7.3 cpslkBq respectively. The peak NECR is 155 kcps at 
92.1 kBq/ml in 2D and 117.7 kcps at 21.7 kBq/ml in 3D. All measurements are based on 
the NEMA NU2-2007 standard. The description and performance characteristics of this 
system can be found elsewhere (1 03). 
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Phantom Studies 
An anthropomorphic phantom (Radiology Support Device Inc., Long Beach, CA) 
was used in this study. The phantom was filled with F-18 water and scanned on aGE 
Discovery-STE (DSTE) PET/CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) using 
3D mode. Only one FOV was scanned, covering the lower chest and upper abdomen 
regions. In this regard, the acquisition contained scatter and random events from outside 
the FOV to emulate a real patient study, since the length of the phantom (52 em) was 
greater than the axial FOV of the scanner (15.7 em). Figure 2.1 illustrates the phantom 
and its position with the FOV of the scanner. The AC in the phantom at the beginning of 
(b) 
(a) (c) 
Figure 2.1: (a) Illustration of the FOV scanned for the anthropomorphic 
phantom, (b) transaxial and (c) coronal view of the PET image showing V 0 I 
drawn on the phantom. 
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Figure 1.11: Three kinds of coincidences: (a) True, (b) Scatter and (c) Random 
Scatter 
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When two single events are detected within the duration of the coincidence 
window of the PET scanner, they are recorded as a "coincidence". Figure 1.11 shows 
three kinds of coincidence events that PET scanners accept: true, scatter, and random 
coincidence events. Scatter coincidences occur when one or both of the photons from a 
single annihilation undergoes scattering and is detected by another detector rather than 
the one for a true coincidence (figure 1.11 (b)). Scatter coincidences provide false 
localization of the annihilation, and lead to a broad distribution of mispositioned events. 
Scatter coincidences are from real annihilations, therefore reducing the activity 
administered to the patient, reducing the time window, or using a scintillator with faster 
light emission does not reduce the scatter coincidence fraction. The energy discrimination 
window of the PET scanner rejects some events whose energy differs significantly from 
511 keV, thus reducing the effect of scatter coincidences to some extent (50-52). 
Annihilation photons that are not scattered by the human body but rather scattered by 
hitting detectors also deposit less energy than 511 ke V. An energy discrimination 
window that encompasses only the photopeak rejects these true coincidences as well. 
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There are two main approaches for scatter correction in PET imaging. The first approach 
utilizes information from the original scatter-contaminated image and the transmission 
image to derive the correction (53,54). Here we note that the transmission image (e.g. CT) 
reflects the attenuation coefficient of the tissue, which can be related to the probability of 
scattering. The estimated contribution of scattered radiation is then subtracted from the 
total projections and the reconstruction is performed with the scatter-corrected data. This 
method works well when all the sources of radioactivity that could lead to scatter are 
contained within the FOV of the scanner. However, when large amounts of activity occur 
outside the FOV of the scanner, problems can arise. A second method for scatter 
correction is based on an examination of projection profiles immediately outside the 
object (55,56). Based on the premise that scatter is a low frequency phenomenon with 
little structure, data from the tails of the projections can be extrapolated by simple 
smoothly varying functions across the entire projection. Thus approximating scatter from 
radioactivity outside the FOV, this method is rapid but depends on the accuracy of the 
approximation to the true scatter distribution. In situations where the scatter distribution 
is complex, or when the object fills the whole FOV with no portion of the profile to 
examine outside the object, the technique may result in significant errors. In summary, 
scatter correction is very difficult problem that according to current literature has not 
been fully resolved. 
Random 
Random coincidences occur when annihilation photons from two different and 
unrelated positron annihilation events are detected and recorded as a single coincidence 
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acquisition time was set to 66.34 kBq/cc. PET data were acquired using dynamic mode 
for a total of 48 frames at 3 min/frame with a 12-min delay between frames. The same 
experiment was then repeated using the same AC on aGE Discovery-RX (DRX) scanner. 
The DRX scanner is similar to the DSTE system except that it has L YSO detectors 
compared to BGO for the DSTE system (refer to section on PET/CT scanners). Care was 
taken to place the phantom at identical axial and transaxial positions of both scanners to 
eliminate the effects of positioning on the NECR and SNR. This process was facilitated 
by the laser lights of the scanners and markings made on the phantom. 
All PET data acquisitions were corrected for attenuation, random, scatter, and 
dead time using manufacturer software and were reconstructed using both 3D 
Reprojection (3D-RP) and VuePoint HD fully 3D OSEM (3D-OSEM) algorithms with 
varying parameters. This 3D-OSEM algorithm incorporates the corrections for 
attenuation, random and scatter coincidences inside the iterative loop to preserve the 
Poisson nature of the data (1 04). The reconstruction parameters used are listed in table 
2.1. All the images were reconstructed using 128* 128 transaxial matrix size with a 70cm 
FOV, thus having the voxel size of 5.47*5.47*3.27 mm3• For 3D-OSEM reconstruction, 
different numbers of subsets were used while fixing the filter width, as well as different 
filter widths while fixing the number of subsets. These reconstruction schemes were used 
to evaluate the robustness of the NECR-SNR relationships with regard to the 
reconstruction parameters. Decay correction was turned off in all reconstructions since 
that option corrects the AC to the beginning of the dynamic scan, which causes all the 
frames to have the same AC, increases the image noise, and thus, affects the SNR. Two 
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event (figure 1.11(c)). Random coincidences add a relatively uniform background on the 
reconstructed image, suppressing contrast and distorting the relationship between image 
intensity and the actual amount of activity in the image. One approach to correct for 
random coincidences is the delayed timing window method (57,58). An estimation of the 
random coincidence rate is first obtained by delaying the coincidence timing window by 
a time that is much greater than its width. For example, with a timing window of 12 
nanoseconds, the delayed window can be 64 nanoseconds. With this amount of time 
delay, only events that have arrival times separated between 64 and 76 nanoseconds are 
accepted. Therefore no true or scattered coincidences will be detected in the delayed 
window. The only detected random coincidences in the delayed windows will be 
relatively the same as those in undelayed windows because the rate at which uncorrelated 
photons strike the detector is the same for both windows. In this regard, the delayed 
window approach provides an estimation of the number of random coincidence events. 
This number is then subtracted from the total number of coincidence events for the 
detector pair. The other approach for correcting random coincidences is the singles rate 
method (59). The rate of random coincidences between any pair of detectors is estimated 
as: 
(1.10) 
where r is the coincidence timing window, S1 and S2 are the actual count rates of the 2 
detectors, which are often called singles rates. The timing window is the time interval 
following an interaction in a single detector in which an interaction in the other detector 
is considered to be a coincidence. However, there is a limit of the smallest extent the time 
window can be. If the time window is set to be too short, some true coincidences are also 
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parameters were calculated for each frame: the NECR from the raw data and the SNR 
from the reconstructed PET image. 
Table 2.1: Reconstruction algorithms and parameters 
PET/CT Reconstruction algorithms 
Systems 3D-RP VuePoint HD fully 3D-OSEM 
1) 2 iterations, 14 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
2) 2 iterations, 20 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
DSTE 3) 2 iterations, 35 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
Transaxial filter: Hanning 4) 2 iterations, 20 subsets, Gaussian 4 mm filter 
with 10.9 mm cutoff; 5) 2 iterations, 20 subsets, Gaussian 8 mm filter 
Axial filter: Ramp with 1) 2 iterations, 15 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
6.5 mm cutoff 2) 2 iterations, 21 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
DRX 3) 2 iterations, 35 subsets, Gaussian 6 mm filter 
4) 2 iterations, 21 subsets, Gaussian 4 mm filter 
5) 2 iterations, 21 subsets, Gaussian 8 mm filter 
The NECR was defined by Strother et al. (78) as 
T1 
NECR=---
T+S+kR (2.1) 
where T, S, and Rare the true, scatter, and random count rates, respectively. The factor k 
is different for different methods of correcting random coincidences. In this investigation, 
random events were calculated on the basis of singles measurement; therefore, k was set 
to 1. Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as 
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rejected because of imprecision in the interaction timing. Scintillation materials that are 
able to emit light faster permit the use of shorter timing windows and therefore can better 
discriminate between true and random coincidences. The number of random coincidences 
calculated by equation 1.1 0 is then subtracted from the total number of coincidences (true 
+ scatter + random). 
Noise Equivalent Count Rate (NECR) 
One method to assess the image quality in PET imaging is to calculate the noise 
equivalent count rate (NECR) in the acquired raw data. This metric has been suggested as 
a good indicator of image quality since it takes into account the effects of scatter, as well 
as random and true coincidences in its evaluation ( 60-62). NECR was defined by Strother 
et al. ( 60) as: 
NECR= T 2 
T+S+kR 
(1.11) 
where T, Sand R are the true, scatter and random count rates, respectively. Factor k is 
defined as 1 or 2 depending on the randoms correcting approach. The delayed window 
correction method makes k equal to 2, whereas the singles rate correction method makes 
k equal to 1. According to the definition of NECR in equation 1.11, all factors that affect 
the relative counting rate of true, scatter and random coincidences can finally impact the 
NECR response. Such factors include the injected dose of the radioactive materials to the 
patient, scan time post-injection, scanner type, etc. 
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1.8 PET Image Quantification 
As stated in beginning of this chapter, an important advantage of PET imaging is 
its ability to quantify the amount of radioactivity in the human body. This radioactivity 
value is directly related to the extent of malignancy of the tumor. The initial voxel values 
in a reconstructed PET image is in the unit of Bq/ml, however, this value can vary with 
patient weight, injected dose, scan time post injection, etc. One approach to standardize 
this value to a more universal indicator of radioactivity level is to calculate the 
Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) (63): 
Initial Value SUV=-------------------
Jnjected Dose I Patient Weight (1.12) 
where initial value is the real voxel value from the reconstructed image (units of Bq/ml); 
injected dose (in units of Bq); and patient weight (in grams). Therefore, SUV is in units 
of g/ml. The SUV is a universal quantity that can help distinguish between benign and 
malignant lesions. In PET images, an SUV below 2.5 corresponds to a benign tissue; a 
SUV between 2.5 and 4 is indeterminate; and a SUV of 4 and above signals malignant 
lesions. 
1.9 Forward to the Thesis 
Recently, there have been three novel areas of development in PET imaging. This 
thesis focuses on investigating the topic of PET image quality in each of these areas. The 
first area is fully 3D PET data acquisition and reconstruction. Chapter 2 assesses the 
properties of PET image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and PET raw data NECR when a 
fully 3D acquisition and reconstruction is performed. The second area is time-of-flight 
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(TOF) PET data acquisition and reconstruction. Chapter 3 focuses first on an 
optimization of the reconstruction parameters for TOF reconstruction, followed by an 
assessment of the improvement in TOF image quality. The third area of development is 
PET/MR multi-modality imaging. Chapter 4 provides a feasible method of attenuation 
correction in potential PET/MR systems for the improvement of image quality and 
quantification. 
First Area: 3D PET Acquisition and Reconstruction 
PET data can be acquired in either 2-D or 3-D mode (figure 1.12). Historically, 
most PET imaging has been performed in 2D mode, where lead septa are placed between 
2D 
3D 
Figure 1.12: 2-D vs. 3-D mode in PET imaging 
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the planes of the detector elements to reduce detection of scattered photons. In this regard, 
an acceptable LOR is constrained in the transaxial planes by an axial spanning of no 
more than two adjacent detector rings. In the past, 2D imaging has been preferred over 
3D largely due to the complexity of 3D image reconstruction algorithms. However, 2D 
imaging requires more administered activity to the patients to obtain adequate count rates 
when compared to 3D, since 3D has roughly a five-fold greater sensitivity than 2D. This 
situation changed around year 2003 with the development of new scatter correction 
techniques and faster and more efficient 3D reconstruction algorithms. These advances 
have allowed 3D imaging to become the predominant mode of PET data acquisition. In 
the 3D acquisition mode, data are collected with these lead septa retracted ( 64). 
Consequently, LORs are not constrained in the transaxial planes and may span across 
many detector rings. 3D acquisition provides better detection since it can accept more 
coincidences. In addition, it can result in a lower radiation dose to the patient and shorter 
imaging times. However, this higher sensitivity in 3D comes at the expense of higher 
scatter and random counts (65). In addition, there are many more LORs in a 3D 
acquisition compared to a 2D acquisition requiring more memory and computational 
power for image reconstruction. 
With the increased interest in 3D imaging, 2D FBP reconstruction was extended 
to 3D with the introduction of the re-projection algorithm (RP) ( 66). Also OSEM for 2D 
PET scan was advanced to a re-binning procedure that converts the 3D data to 2D 
sonograms, prior to applying 2D OSEM (67). More recently, a fully 3D OSEM algorithm 
without a re-b inning process has been developed ( 68). This algorithm incorporates 
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corrections for random, scatter and attenuation coincidences within the iterative loop to 
improve image quality. 
The aim of the first area project in this thesis is to evaluate the relationship 
between the NECR and the SNR in PET imaging when a fully 3D OSEM reconstruction 
algorithm is applied. To our knowledge, this relationship has not been studied previously 
for a fully 3D OSEM reconstruction model. An additional aim of this study is to evaluate 
the effects of the NECR-SNR relationship on patient results by analyzing patient studies 
that report different body mass indices (BMis) and scanner types. 
Second Area: Time-of-Flight (TOF) PET Acquisition and Reconstruction 
A normal PET scanner cannot detect the precise location of the annihilation point 
along the LOR, and the reconstruction algorithm assumes a uniform probability for its 
location along the length of LOR lying within the object boundary. The availability of 
fast scintillators with high stopping power (e.g., LSO and LYSO) has facilitated 
development of the TOF PET scanner ( 69). TOF imaging requires the measurement of 
the difference between the detection times of the two photons from an annihilation event, 
hence the need for fast detectors. A TOF scanner characterizes the location of the 
annihilation point along the LOR with a precise measurement of the difference in arrival 
times, t1 and t2, of the two annihilation photons by a Gaussian probability distribution. 
Figure 1.13 is a schematic drawing indicating the localization of the emission point along 
the LOR in a TOF PET scanner. D is the object diameter. The FWHM of the spatial 
localization along the LOR is calculated as ~x=c(tl-t2)/2, where cis the speed of light. 
This localization leads to reduced noise propagation in the reconstruction algorithm. This 
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NECR == (P- R)2 x (1- s/)2 
T+S'+R' (2.2) 
where P, R, and sf are the prompts rate, randoms rate, and scatter fraction, respectively. sf 
is defined as SI(S+ T). Prompts were defined as the sum of true, scatter, and random 
events. In this equation, R ' and S ' are corrected randoms and scatter rates that included 
only the projections that passed through the phantom. This was achieved by first 
determining the phantom body contour from the CT images. The contour was then used 
to simulate a noiseless sinogram using forward projection (figure 2.2). The resulting 
Image 
S (R) 
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Projection 
:.0 
Mask 
lliJ 
Body mask (Projection space) 
S' (R' ) 
Figure 2.2: Illustration of using simulated body mask to mask S and R, and 
resulting S' and R' . 
Figure 1.13: A schematic diagram of the localization of the emission 
point along an LOR in a TOP scanner. 
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improvement in image quality is manifest as an increase in the SNR that is proportional 
to the square root of D/ ~x (70). Current commercially available PET/CT scanners with 
TOP capability have timing resolution that can identify the location of an annihilation 
event to within 7-10 em of spatial uncertainty in the scanner's FOV. As the TOP 
resolution improves, spatial uncertainty decreases and the SNR increases by a larger 
factor. Furthermore, as the cross section of the imaged object increases, the improvement 
in SNR also increases by a large factor. This has an important advantage in improved 
image quality for large patients, since conventional imaging of this patient population 
yields inferior image quality due to low counting rates or requiring long scanning 
sessions at the expense of patient comfort. 
The aim of the second project is to first optimize the reconstruction parameters for 
both TOP and non-TOP reconstruction on a newly developed TOP PET scanner. Then 
using these optimal parameters, assess image quality for the TOP and non-TOP 
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sinogram was finally used to decide which projections passed through the phantom 
habitus. In equation (2.2), P, Rand sf are obtained from the patient's raw data which can 
be extracted directly from the recorded file header on the GE Discovery PET/CT 
scanners. Tis then calculated as (P-R)*(1-s!J. R' and S' are calculated by multiplying the 
randoms and scatter rates respectively by a fraction (f) determined as the ratio of the R+ S 
within a body mask to the total R+S in the sonogram (figure 2.2). 
The SNR for each PET image was calculated from the ratio of the mean to 
standard deviation of 200 randomly selected non-neighboring voxels in a fixed VOl 
(10*25*15 voxels as shown in figures 2.1(b) and 2.1(c)) drawn in the uniform 
background. We chose to calculate noise using this approach to reduce correlations 
between neighboring voxels caused by the reconstruction process (97, 105, 1 06). The SNR 
was calculated for all the images in the different dynamic frames, reconstruction 
algorithms, parameters, and scanner types. The SNR squared was then plotted versus the 
NECR for each scanner, reconstruction method, and parameter to assess their 
relationships. The NECR and SNR values from different frames, reconstruction 
algorithms, parameters, and scanners were also plotted versus AC and evaluated. 
Patient Studies 
A total of 40 patients' PET/CT studies were evaluated retrospectively. These 
patients were divided into 2 groups of 20 patients per scanner model (DSTE & DRX). 
Each group of 20 patients were further divided into 2 BMI subgroups (small & large), 
giving a total of 10 patients in each BMI & scanner subgroup (table 2.2). The injected 
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dose and post injection time were kept similar among these subgroups to eliminate any 
potential effects of these parameters on the results of the study. None of the selected 
patients had a liver lesion or non-uniformity in order to minimize any bias due to 
differential liver uptake. An institutional retrospective chart review P A 11-0820 was 
obtained for this study. 
Table 2.2: Patients information 
Subgroup Number PET/CT BMI Injected dose Post injection 
category of patients systems (kg/m2) (MBq) time (min) 
DSTE, 
10 DSTE 26.1±1.4 418.1±33.3 63.4±3.3 
small BMI 
DSTE, 
10 DSTE 32.4±2.2 429.2±51.8 63.2±4.5 
large BMI 
DRX, 
10 DRX 24.6±1.5 436.6±48.1 64.2±4.9 
small BMI 
DRX, 
10 DRX 31.9±1.8 451.4±48.1 60.4±1.0 
large BMI 
PET data were acquired in 3D mode using 3 minutes per bed position. Images 
were reconstructed using 3D-OSEM (DRX: 2 iterations, 21 subsets; DSTE: 2 iterations, 
20 subsets) and a post-reconstruction filter of 6 mm FWHM (clinical protocol at our 
institution). In addition, patients' data were reconstructed using 3D-RP to evaluate the 
NECR-SNR relationship between scanners, BMis, and reconstruction algorithms. 
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The NECR of the bed position covering the patient liver and the SNR in the liver 
were calculated for each patient. The liver was used in both cases since it represents the 
largest organ that is characterized by a relatively high and uniform activity concentration. 
NECR was determined using the same approach described in the phantom studies above. 
SNR on the other hand, was calculated from the ratio of the mean to standard deviation of 
50 randomly selected non-neighboring voxels in a fixed size VOl (6*6*20 voxels) drawn 
in the liver of each patient. The NECR and SNR calculated for each patient were then 
averaged for each subgroup. A comparison of patients' NECR and SNR between 
different scanner types and BMls was then performed using at-test on the original 10 
patients' data in each subgroup and a p value less than 5% was considered significant. 
2.3 Results 
Phantom Studies 
Figures 2.1(b) and 2.l(c) show the transaxial and coronal PET image of the 
phantom, respectively. The position of VOl drawn in the phantom to calculate SNR is 
also illustrated on these figures. Figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) show the SNR squared 
versus the NECR for the 3D-RP and 3D-OSEM reconstructions. Each data point in figure 
2.3 corresponds to the results from one of the acquired dynamic frames. A linear 
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Figure 2.3: SNR squared vs. NECR for different scanners and reconstruction 
algorithms: (a) images reconstructed using 3D-RP on both scanners, (b) images 
reconstructed using 3D-OSEM with various subsets and filter widths on the DSTE 
scanner, (c) images reconstructed using 3D-OSEM with various subsets and filter 
widths on the DRX scanner. 
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correlation can be seen in figure 2.3(a) for the 3D-RP reconstruction. Linear curve 
fittings lead to r of 0.92 and 0.95 for the two scanners respectively (figure 2.3(a)). 
However, figures 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) show nonlinear relationships between these two 
variables for the 3D-OSEM reconstruction regardless of the reconstruction parameters 
and scanner types. The plot shows that the square of the SNR was linearly related to the 
NECR before the NECR reached its peak. The NECR then decreased from its peak value 
at high AC while the SNR squared did not track the changes of NECR, resulting in a 
nonlinear relationship between these two variables. 
We also plotted the square of the SNR vs. the trues rate in figures 2.4 and 2.5. 
Results of fixed filter width and varying subsets were plotted in figure 2.4 for the two 
scanners. Figure 2.5 shows the results of fixed subset and varying filter widths. Both 
figures show that the SNR squared and the trues rate were linear (r2>0.9) when using 3D-
OSEM reconstruction, regardless of the choice of scanner and reconstruction parameters. 
Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show the relationship between the NECR and AC, trues 
rate vs. AC for both scanners, respectively. There is a large difference in peak NECR 
between the two scanners. The peak NECR for the DSTE scanner is 72 kcps and is 
achieved at 19 kBq/cc, while the peak NECR of the DRX scanner is 119 kcps at 31 
kBq/cc. The NECR for the DSTE scanner decreases above 19 kBq/cc while the trues rate 
continue to increase and reaches its plateau at about 50 kBq/cc. On the other hand, the 
peak trues rate for the DRX scanner is never reached with the ACs used in this study. 
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Figure 2.4: SNR squared vs. the trues rate using 3D-OSEM with fixed filter 
width and varying subsets for (a) DSTE and (b) DRX scanner. 
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Figure 2.5: SNR squared vs. the trues rate using 3D-OSEM with fixed subset 
and varying filter widths for (a) DSTE and (b) DRX scanner. 
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Figure 2.6: (a) NECR vs. AC curves for the two scanners, (b) trues rate vs. AC 
for the two scanners. 
Figure 2.7(a) shows the SNR vs. AC on both scanners ustng the 3D-RP 
reconstruction. SNR vs. AC using 3D-OSEM with fixed filter width and fixed subset are 
shown in figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(c) respectively. Figure 2.7(a) shows that for 
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Figure 2.7: PET image SNR vs. AC for different scanners and reconstruction 
algorithms: (a) images reconstructed using 3D-RP on both scanners, (b) images 
reconstructed using 3D-OSEM with fixed filter width and varying subsets on 
both scanners, (c) images reconstructed using 3D-OSEM with fixed subset and 
varying filter widths on both scanners. 
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AC<30kBq/cc, the SNR for the DRX scanner was consistently higher by 12±10% than 
the DSTE scanner with 3D-RP reconstruction (p<5%). However, when using 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction with similar parameters, the two scanners had similar SNRs (2 + 9% 
difference on average) (p>5%) despite their having different NECRs (figures 2.7(b) and 
2.7(c)). For ACs above 30kBq/cc, there is a large difference for both the NECR and the 
trues rate between the two scanners (figure 2.6), therefore SNRs start to deviate between 
the two scanners for both algorithms. 
Patient Studies 
The NECR and the SNR in the liver for each patient subgroup are shown in figure 
2.8. Figure 2.8(a) shows the average NECR for each BMI and scanner subgroup. The 
NECR values are on average higher by 47% for the DRX scanner when compared to the 
DSTE scanner, and this difference is statistically significant (p<1 %). The NECRs 
decreased by an average of 26% when BMI changed from the small to the large subgroup, 
and this change was statistically significant (p<1 %). 
Figure 2.8(b) shows the average SNR for each BMI and scanner subgroup using 
the 3D-RP reconstruction. The SNR values are on average higher by 21% for the DRX 
scanner when compared to the DSTE scanner (comparison of blue-to-blue & red-to-red 
bars) as expected. This difference is statistically significant (p<5%). SNR on average 
decreases by 21% when BMI changes from small to large subgroup. This difference is 
also statistically significant (p<5% ). 
Figure 2.8(c) shows the average SNR for each BMI and scanner subgroup using 
the 3D-OSEM reconstruction. The SNR between the two scanners is on average different 
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by 3% (comparison of blue-to-blue & red-to-red bars) and is not statistically significant 
despite these two systems having different NECRs. On the other hand, SNR on average 
decreases by 13% when BMI changes from small to large subgroup. This difference is 
statistically significant (p<5%). 
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Figure 2.8: The NECR and the SNR in the liver for each patient subgroup: (a) the 
average NECR for each BMI and scanner subgroup; the average SNR for each 
BMI and scanner subgroup using (b) 3D-RP and (c) 3D-OSEM. 
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Figure 2.9 shows PET images of four patients from four subgroups (table 2.2) 
respectively. Subfigures (a) and (b) correspond to patients scanned on DSTE with small 
and large BMis respectively, while subfigures (c) and (d) correspond to patients scanned 
on DRX scanner with small and large BMis respectively. All images were reconstructed 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.9: PET images of 4 patients from 4 subgroups (table 2.2): (a) small BMI 
on DSTE, (b) large BMI on DSTE, (c) small BMI on DRX, (d) large BMI on 
DRX. 
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using 3D-OSEM. The NECRs of the four patients were 27.5, 17.7, 49.0 and 36.2 kcps, 
respectively, while the corresponding image SNR in the liver using 3D-OSEM were 
11.09, 9.18, 11.22 and 9.45, respectively. On the other hand, the SNRs for these patients 
when using 3D-RP were 6.78, 4.15, 9.09 and 5.82, respectively. 
2.4 Discussion 
The aim of this study was to evaluate the linear relationship between the PET raw 
data NECR and the image SNR for fully 3D-OSEM reconstructions. Our results can be 
used to clarify the relationship between these metrics (93-96,99-101) with regard to the 
choice of reconstruction algorithms and their associated parameters. Our investigation 
was based on phantom and patient studies. Two different reconstruction methods were 
used: a linear (3D-RP) and a nonlinear (3D-OSEM) approach respectively (table 2.1). 
The NECR was calculated based on the events within the phantom/patient contour only, 
and the SNR was calculated using non-neighboring voxels to reduce correlations between 
neighboring voxels caused by the reconstruction process. 
Figure 2.3(a) clearly shows a linear correlation between the SNR squared and the 
NECR in 3D-RP reconstruction. This linear relationship is based on the linear noise 
propagation of this reconstruction method (89). The average signal in the reconstructed 
image is proportional to the true counts (1) after correction for scatter (S) and random (R) 
coincidences. However, when assessing the variance of the signal, one should account for 
the error propagation in correcting S and R. The correction is conducted by subtracting S 
and R to obtain T only, and thus the resulting variance after such correction should be 
T + S+ R ( 1 07). This relationship is reflected in the following equation: 
SNR 2 = signae oc __ T_2-- = NECR 
variance T + S + R 
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(2.3) 
However, figures 2.3(b) and 2.3( c) show that the relationship between these two variables 
was non-linear when using 3D-OSEM reconstruction irrespective of the scanner and 
reconstruction parameters used. We postulate the reason for this result is that this 
algorithm (the GE VuePoint 3D-OSEM algorithm) does not correct for S and R by 
subtraction of the estimated Sand R respectively, but rather incorporating the corrections 
inside the iterative loop. Such an approach minimizes the error propagation in correcting 
Sand Rand improves image quality. In this regard, we propose that equation (2.3) could 
be rewritten for 3D-OSEM reconstruction as follows: 
SNR 2 = si~nae oc T 2 = T 
variance T (2.4) 
Therefore the square of the SNR is proportional to the true count rate for 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction. 
To validate equation (2.4), we plotted the square of the SNR vs. the trues rate in 
figures 2.4 and 2.5 using varying reconstruction subsets and filter widths respectively. 
The SNR squared and the trues rate were linear (r>0.9) when using 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction, regardless of the choice of scanner and reconstruction parameters. These 
results support our hypothesis in equation (2.4). Figure 2.4 also shows that SNR 
decreases with the increasing number of subsets. This is expected since image noise 
increases with the increasing number of subsets. Figure 2.5 shows that SNR increases 
with the increasing filter widths. This is also expected since noise decreases with larger 
filter widths. 
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The results in figure 2.7(a) show that for ACs <30kBq/cc, the image SNR of the 
DRX scanner was higher than that of the DSTE scanner when 3D-RP reconstruction was 
used (p<5%). This is expected since the NECR of the DRX scanner is higher than that of 
the DSTE (figure 2.6(a)). However, when 3D-OSEM reconstruction was used, the two 
scanners had similar SNRs despite having different NECRs. Similar results are also 
found from patient studies irrespective of BMI shown in figure 2.8. The difference in 
NECR as well as SNR between the two scanners when using 3D-RP is statistically 
significant (figures 2.8(a), 2.8(b)). However, the SNR between the two scanners is not 
statistically significantly different when using 3D-OSEM (figure 2.8(c)). These findings 
corroborate our previous results based on 180 patients' PET scans reconstructed using 
3D-OS EM (1 08), whereby no statistically significant difference in the amount of image 
noise between the two scanners was found even though the difference in the NECRs was 
statistically significant. This finding suggests that the SNR may not correlate with the 
NECR when 3D-OSEM reconstruction is used. Since the two scanners have similar 
spatial resolution, quantitative accuracy, etc (1 02,1 03), image SNR can be regarded as a 
representation of image quality for these two scanners. In this regard, our results suggest 
that when comparing DSTE and DRX scanners, a better count rate performance does not 
translate to a better image quality when using VuePoint 3D-OSEM reconstruction 
algorithm. Further work is required to validate this finding on other PET /CT scanner 
types and/or other 3D-OSEM algorithms. 
In summary, our investigation confirms the linear relationship between the square 
of the SNR and the NECR for the linear reconstruction and demonstrates the absence of 
such a relationship for the 3D-OSEM reconstruction at high AC. On the other hand, the 
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square of the SNR and the trues rate were found to be linear for the 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction for the entire AC range used in this study. Furthermore, our results suggest 
that for the scanners used in this study, higher NECRs do not result in better image 
quality when 3D-OSEM is used. 
A potential limitation of the results is that the two PET/CT machines might have 
different calibration or correction accuracies that might have affected the corresponding 
image SNR while sparing the NECR performance. However, both scanners used in this 
study are based on the GE Discovery PET/CT scanner series. Both systems have similar 
reconstruction engines (VuePoint fully 3D-OSEM), same scatter, random, attenuation, 
and normalization correction approaches. Moreover the phantom was placed at the same 
location of the two scanners. In this regard, we believe that the effects of these systematic 
corrections are negligible, and the count rate performance is the dominant effect that 
affects image quality between the two scanners. 
The main limitation of this study was that the noise calculation was not based on 
multiple realizations of the phantom acquisitions, but rather on the standard deviation of 
voxels in one single scan. However, results from our previous work based on Ge-68 
phantom studies using high and low activity concentrations (data not shown) showed that 
these two methods of calculating image noise generate similar noise values. Another 
limitation in our study is that there might be a bias in calculating the image noise in 
patients' liver due to the respiratory motion. Respiratory motion causes the image blurs in 
the liver, which might affect the liver noise values. In this regard, the VOl used for image 
noise measurement was placed in the lower portion of the liver to minimize the motion 
effects since that part of the liver is characterized by less motion when compared to 
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regions adjacent to the diaphragm. Furthermore, the reliability of the image noise 
calculation is based on patients with disease free liver. Therefore our image noise results 
cannot be directly extrapolated to those patients with liver tumors. 
2.5 Conclusion 
For clinical PET applications that reqUire high injected ACs (e.g., cardiac 
imaging), the SNR cannot be predicted by the NECR when using 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction but should be based on the measured trues count rate. Furthermore, our 
results suggest that scanners with higher NECRs do not result in better image quality 
when 3D-OSEM is used. 
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Chapter 3 
Optimization of the acquisition and reconstruction 
parameters for a time-of-flight PET/CT scanner 
3.1 Background and Motivation 
Time-of-flight (TOF) PET systems have the ability to measure the difference in 
arrival times of a pair of photons from their annihilation site. This idea was originally 
proposed in the 1960s (1 09) and the first TOF PET systems were developed in the 1980s 
(11 0-112). However the slow detectors of these early TOF PET systems precluded the 
development of such systems and the majority of these scanners were retired in the early 
1990s. More recently, however, the development of new scintillators with good timing 
resolution, high stopping power, short decay time, high light output, and good energy 
resolution (113-115) has renewed interest in TOF PET systems. Currently there are 
several PET/CT scanners with TOF capabilities that are commercially available (116-
118). 
A TOF PET system can record the difference in arrival time between a pair of 
coincident photons. Such an ability allows the localization of the annihilation event along 
the line-of-response (LOR). The error in the localization is determined by the coincidence 
timing resolution (~t) of the scanner. The uncertainty in localization along the LOR is 
given by 
11d = 11t·cl2 (3.1) 
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where c is the speed of light. Current TOF systems have timing resolutions in the range 
of 500-600 ps, and thus correspond to a spatial uncertainty of 7-9 em. Such an 
uncertainty, although cannot localize annihilation events to within a single voxel, is better 
than having no timing information at all since the latter results in assigning equal 
probability to all voxels along the LOR during image reconstruction. The improvement of 
event localization reduces the noise propagation to a segment of the LOR rather than 
spreading this noise across the full length of the LOR (111). The reduction of noise can 
be represented as a gain in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is dependent on the object 
size (119, 120). This gain is greater for larger object, suggesting that there is increased 
benefit in TOF imaging for larger patients. 
Recently many groups evaluated PET image quality with TOF processing 
compared to that without TOF. Karp et al. (1 21) reported using phantom and patient 
studies, TOF reconstruction improved lesion contrast at matched noise levels with faster 
and more uniform convergence. Wilson et al. (1 22) assessed the ratio of contrast recovery 
for TOF to non-TOF with respect to a range of object sizes. A tapered phantom was used 
in this study to represent a range of body dimensions and the ratio was found to increase 
with increasing body dimensions. El Fakhri et al. (1 23) measured channelized hotelling 
observer (CHO) SNR for TOF and non-TOF for different lesion locations, scanning time, 
contrast, and body mass index (BMI) using patient studies. A greater gain in CHO SNR 
was found for lower contrast, larger subjects, and shorter acquisition times when using 
TOF imaging. 
Several studies also suggested that different acquisition parameters could be used 
in TOF to maintain similar image quality as compared to non-TOF. Surti et al. (1 24) 
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compared the CHO SNR for TOF and non-TOF using phantoms with varying acquisition 
times. The results indicated that half scan time could be used for TOF, while achieving 
the same CHO SNR as in non-TOF reconstruction. A study of non-prewhitening matched 
filter SNR on phantoms also suggested a reduction of scan time for TOF (125). A more 
recent study by the same group using phantoms found that the injected activity could also 
be reduced for TOF while maintaining similar area under the localized receiver operating 
characteristic curve as for non-TOF (126). 
In most of these studies, the same reconstruction parameters were used for TOF 
and non-TOF. However such a comparison may be potentially biased since the 
convergence rates of these two reconstruction approaches are different. Lois et al. (127) 
assessed the number of iterations need to optimize lesion SNR for both TOF and non-
TOF reconstruction using phantoms, and found it differed between TOF and non-TOF. 
When the number of iterations is selected to maximize lesion SNR, a slightly lower 
contrast and a much lower noise level were found for TOF as compared to non-TOF. 
Such results are different with those derived in previous papers using the same 
reconstruction parameters for TOF and non-TOF. These papers on the other hand showed 
a higher contrast (122) and also a higher noise level (121,125) for TOF as compared to 
non-TOF. These different results suggest that when optimizing TOF and non-TOF 
reconstruction parameters, image quality will be different. In this regard, the benefit of 
TOF over non-TOF may be biased when using the same parameters since the comparison 
may be conducted between optimized and non-optimized results. 
In addition to TOF imaging, recent PET /CT scanners have the ability to correct 
for image blurring due to system response (point spread function - PSF) (128, 129). 
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Several studies have evaluated the image quality using PSF as well as TOF (128-130). 
These results showed that when PSF is included, convergence of iterative algorithm and 
consequently image quality is further changed. An improvement in image quality can be 
achieved by using PSF with more iteration. In this regard, the reconstruction parameters 
have to be further optimized when including PSF. 
This study provides a comprehensive assessment of the image quality on the GE 
Discovery-690 (D-690) TOF PET/CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). 
The aim of this study is to first optimize the iteration numbers for all iterative algorithms 
on this scanner: ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM), +TOF, +PSF and 
+TOFPSF. We believe that such an optimization is necessary to perform a fair 
comparison of image quality between these algorithms. Following optimizations, the 
improvement in image quality of TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF with respect to OSEM was 
assessed. Finally the effect of scan duration was evaluated to determine whether similar 
image quality could be obtained using less scan time for TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF as 
compared to OSEM. Different phantom sizes, sphere sizes and sphere-to-background 
ratios (SBRs) were used for this comprehensive evaluation. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
PET/CT scanners 
GE D-690 TOF PETICT scanner consists of full-ring lutetium yttrium 
orthosilicate (L YSO) detectors. It is composed of four rings of 64 detector blocks. Each 
block consists of 9x6 (tangentialxaxial) detector elements. The dimension of each 
element is 4.2x6.3x25mm3. The scanner has a trans-axial FOV of 70 em and a 15.7 em 
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axial extent. The scanner can acquire PET data in 3D mode only. The energy window is 
425-650 keV, while the coincident timing window width is 4.9 ns. The system sensitivity 
is 7.0 cpslkBq. The peak NECR is 126 kcps at 30.3 kBq/ml. The measured timing 
resolution of the system is 650 ps. This system uses fully 3D OSEM algorithm. Moreover, 
TOP information and/or a model of the PSF can be applied to the OSEM providing 
additional TOF, PSF and TOFPSF options in reconstruction. The description and 
performance characteristics of this system have been published (118, 129). 
Phantom Studies 
Three cubic phantoms (sides=20, 30, 40cm) simulating patients with different 
BMis were scanned on the D-690 TOP PET/CT scanner. Each phantom was filled with 
F18 water to the height of 18cm to simulate BMis of20, 30,40 kg/m2 respectively. Each 
phantom was fitted with a NEMA IEC face plate containing six spheres (10-37mm). In 
each case, the two largest spheres (28, 37mm) were filled with cold water, while the 4 
small spheres (10, 13, 17, 22mm) were filled with F18 water. Figure 3.1 shows the 
phantom setup. The scan was repeated for two SBRs (2:1 & 4:1) with background 
activity concentration of 0.13 uCi/cc. PET data for each phantom and SBR were acquired 
in LIST mode for 30 minutes and then rebinned to generate 10 realizations of 3 minutes 
data. 
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Figure 3.1: Phantom setup. 
All PET data were reconstructed using OSEM, TOP, PSF and TOFPSF. For each 
algorithm, 12 subsets with varying 1-10, 15, 20, and 30 iterations were used. All the 
images were reconstructed using 256x256 transaxial matrix size with a 50cm FOV, thus 
having the voxel size of 1.95xl.95x3.27 mm3 . No filters were used in all reconstructions. 
Optimization of iterations. A volume of interest (VOl) was drawn on the CT scan 
of each sphere and copied to the corresponding PET image. The mean value in each VOl 
was then measured to calculate the SUV mean in each sphere. The optimal number of 
iterations for each algorithm and phantom size was then determined as the convergence 
of the SUV mean for the SBR 4:1 in the smallest lOmm sphere. This convergence was 
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defined as the iteration that resulted in 95% of the SUV mean at the 30th iteration (360 
equivalent iterations; 30x12 subsets). 
Image quality evaluation. Image quality was compared between algorithms, 
phantom sizes, and sphere sizes, using the derived optimal iteration for each algorithm 
and phantom size. Image quality was evaluated in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
contrast recovery coefficient (CRC), and background variability (noise). These 
parameters were defined as follows 
SNR =Chat- Cbackground 
(Y background 
C /C -1 CRC(hot sphere)= hot background X 100% 
injected SBR -1 
c CRC(cold sphere)= (1- cotd )x 100% 
C background 
. ()background 1 QQO/ 
nozse = x ;ro 
C background 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where Chot. Ccold, Cbackground were the mean activity concentrations in the hot sphere VOl, 
cold sphere VOl, and background VOl respectively, and O"background was the standard 
deviation of the activity concentrations in the background VOL Sphere VOl has been 
described above. Background VOl consisted of 3600 voxels in the phantom background. 
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Effect of scan duration. The LIST mode PET raw data were further rebinned into 
10 realizations of 1 and 2 minutes respectively, and then reconstructed using TOF, PSF, 
and TOFPSF with the derived optimized iterations. SNR and CRC were calculated for 
these images and compared to those of OSEM acquired in 3 minutes. This comparison 
assessed whether similar image quality could be obtained for TOF and/or PSF with 
respect to OSEM by using shorter scan duration. 
3.3 Results 
Optimization of iterations. Figure 3.2 shows the SUV mean vs. iterations for SBR 
4:1, 10 mm sphere, in small, medium and large phantoms respectively. Figure 3.3 shows 
the SUV mean vs. iteration for SBR 4:1, 22 mm sphere, in small, medium and large 
phantoms respectively. The results for SBR 2:1 follow a similar trend but are noisier. The 
SUV for the TOF reconstruction increases more quickly and reaches a slightly higher 
value than OSEM. Furthermore, PSF results in a lower value than TOF at a low number 
of iterations but can achieve higher values as the number of iterations increases, showing 
a further improvement in quantification. The best results were obtained when TOF and 
PSF were used together. Table 3.1 shows the number of iteration that results in 95% of 
the value at the 30th iteration, for each reconstruction algorithm and phantom size. The 
results in the table show that the convergence rate TOF > OSEM > TOFPSF > PSF, and 
also a faster convergence is achieved for the small phantom compared to larger phantoms. 
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 show the PET images of the phantoms for SBR 4:1 and 2:1 
respectively using the iterations derived in table 3 .1. The image quality deteriorates with 
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increasing phantom size. For SBR 2:1, the two smallest spheres could not be identified in 
any image. 
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Figure 3.2: SUV mean vs. iterations for SBR 4:1, 10 mm sphere, in (a) 
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Figure 3.4: PET images of the phantoms for SBR 4:1 using the iterations 
derived in table 3 .1. 
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Figure 3.5: PET images of the phantoms for SBR 2:1 using the iterations 
derived in table 3 .1. 
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Table 3.1: Optimized number of iterations for each algorithm and phantom size 
OSEM TOF PSF TOFPSF 
Small phantom 7 5 20 18 
Medium phantom 9 5 21 18 
Large phantom 18 8 25 20 
Image quality evaluation. Figure 3.6 shows the SNR improvement (SNR-TOF, 
PSF, TOFPSF I SNR-OSEM respectively) in hot sphere vs. sphere diameter using the 
derived optimal iterations in table 3 .1. The improvement in SNR increases with 
increasing phantom sizes. The average gain in SNR for TOF, PSF, TOFPSF compared to 
OSEM were 23±4%, 28±5%, 36±7% for the small; 49±7%, 39±5%, 56±11% for the 
medium; and 66±13%, 94±9%, 121±19% for the large phantom respectively. 
Furthermore, the improvements in SNR for TOF are constant among the different sphere 
size, with an average 49±14% and 44±4% higher than SNR-OSEM for the 10 and 22 mm 
sphere respectively. For PSF and TOFPSF on the other hand, the improvement in SNR 
decreases with increasing sphere sizes, SNR-PSF is on average 73±11% and 38±4% 
higher than SNR-OSEM for the 10 and 22 mm sphere respectively. For TOFPSF, these 
values are 95±24% and 49±5%. Figure 3.7 shows the CRC improvement (CRC-TOF, 
PSF, TOFPSF I CRC-OSEM respectively) vs. sphere diameter. The 4 smallest spheres in 
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Figure 3.6: The SNR improvement (SNR-TOF, PSF, TOFPSF I SNR-OSEM 
respectively) in hot sphere vs. sphere diameter using the derived optimal 
iteration shown in table 3 .1. 
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Figure 3.7: The CRC improvement (CRC-TOF, PSF, TOFPSF I CRC-OSEM 
respectively) vs. sphere diameter using the derived optimal iteration shown in 
table 3.1. 
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this figure correspond to hot CRCs (equation (3 .3)), while the 2 largest spheres 
correspond to cold CRCs (equation (3.4)). The improvement in hot CRC for TOP as 
compared to OSEM is not significant (<15%) and is rather constant with different 
phantom (10±4% and 12±8% for small and large phantom) and sphere sizes (13±10% 
and 10±2% for 10mm and 22mm sphere). On the other hand, the improvement in CRC 
for the small sphere (10mm) when using PSF is significant (45% higher) (figure 3.7(b)) 
and an additional increase can be achieved when using TOFPSF (figure 3.7(c)). Figure 
3.7 also shows that more improvements can be achieved in cold spheres for TOP of larger 
phantoms. PSF on the other hand does not show a similar trend. Figure 3.8 shows the 
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Figure 3.8: The background variability for SBR 4:1 for each phantom and 
reconstruction algorithm. 
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background variability for SBR 4:1 for each phantom and reconstruction algorithm at 
optimal iterations. TOF results in smallest background noise for small and medium 
phantoms, while TOFPSF leads to the smallest background noise for large phantom. 
Effect of scan duration. Figure 3.9 shows SNR improvement vs. sphere diameter, 
when using TOF, PSF, TOFPSF for 1 or 2min data, compared to OSEM of 3min data. 
The average gains in SNR over all sphere sizes for TOF, PSF, TOFPSF of 2 min data 
were 3±8%, 7±12%, 15±14% for the small phantom; 24±11%, 15±13%, 32±13% for the 
medium phantom; and 34±12%, 58±18%, 84±17% for the large phantom respectively. 1 
min data result in lower SNR than 3 min OSEM data except for the largest phantom. For 
the largest phantom, however, 1min TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF result in a gain of -8±15%, 
11±20%, 25±21% SNR compared to 3min OSEM. Figure 3.10 shows the same results 
but calculated for CRC. The figure shows that the difference between 1 and 2min data are 
small, and lmin data could always result in similar or higher CRC as compared to OSEM 
acquired for 3min. 
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Figure 3.9: SNR improvement vs. sphere diameter using TOF, PSF, TOFPSF 
on 1 or 2min data, and OSEM on 3min data. 
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Figure 3.10: CRC improvement vs. sphere diameter using TOF, PSF, TOFPSF 
on 1 or 2min data, and OSEM on 3min data. 
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3.4 Discussion 
The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the image 
quality on a TOF PET/CT scanner. Phantoms with different sizes corresponding to 
different patient BMI were fitted with varying sphere sizes and SBRs. Data were then 
reconstructed using OSEM, TOF, PSF and TOFPSF and the image quality was evaluated 
in terms of SNR, CRC, and background noise. The major difference of this study with 
previously published papers on TOF evaluation is to perform an optimization of the 
iterations for different object size and reconstruction algorithm, and then compare the 
image quality, rather than doing a comparison based on using the same iteration. 
In general, our results in image quality analysis following optimization are 
different with those derived in previous papers using the same reconstruction parameters 
for both TOF and non-TOF. Our results showed a much lower background noise for TOF 
as compared to non-TOF (figure 3.8), while previous papers showed a higher noise level 
for TOF (121, 125). Furthermore, our results showed a little improvement in TOF hot 
CRC (<1.15 as shown in figure 3.7(a)), while previous study derived a much higher 
improvement (1 22). Moreover, our SNR results showed a remarkable improvement in 
TOP SNR (figure 3.6(a)), which is higher than previously reported of ~1.1 in SNR-
TOF/SNR-nonTOF (123). Finally, our results suggest that 2 min TOF could replace 3 
min non-TOF, which was longer than previously reported (124,125). 
The optimal iteration number was determined based on 95% convergence in mean 
SUV of the hot 10 mm sphere for the SBR 4:1. The 10 mm sphere is the smallest sphere 
in this study and thus has the slowest convergence rate. The iteration corresponding to the 
convergence for the 1 0 mm sphere was chosen since it ensures convergence of all other 
---·-------------------------
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spheres. In clinical studies, such an iteration number would ensure that the SUV s of 
tumors of 10 mm or larger have reached convergence. A SBR of 4:1 was selected since a 
majority of lesions show a >4: 1 SBR (SUV greater than ~4 is considered malignant). A 
256x256 matrix size was used with a 50 em transaxial FOV (pixel size=2 mm), in order 
to have several voxels in the VOl used for calculating the SUV mean for the 10mm 
sphere, thereby providing better statistics and more reliable results. In real patient studies, 
a 192x192 matrix size with a 70 em FOV will be used (3.6 mm pixel). To ensure similar 
performance between this study and clinical settings, we reconstructed some of the 
phantom data using these parameters and found a similar trend in the convergence rate 
but with larger error bars. 
The optimization results in table 3.1 show that the convergence rate TOF > 
OSEM > TOFPSF > PSF, and that a faster convergence is achieved for smaller phantoms 
as expected. Moreover, more iterations are needed for PSF/TOFPSF as compared to 
OSEM/TOF in order to achieve convergence, and generate PET images with higher mean 
SUV for small tumors (figure 3.2). Furthermore, our results show that the mean SUV for 
PSF/TOFPSF is much higher as compared to TOF in small tumors, as can be seen in 
figure 3.11 particularly due to correction of partial volume effect. Furthermore, the noise 
increment per iteration for PSF/TOFPSF is smaller compared to OSEM/TOF (figure 
3.11 ), due to the fact that PSF modeling introduces correlations between neighboring 
voxels in a manner similar to smoothing filters (130). Therefore the large iteration 
numbers for PSF/TOFPSF only result in a slightly higher noise level in PET images as 
compared to OSEM/TOF for the small and medium phantom (figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.11: CRC vs. noise in small phantom, SBR 4: 1, for 1 0 and 22 mm 
sphere respectively. 
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Table 3.2 shows the reconstruction times required for each algorithm for 5, 10 and 
20 iterations respectively. The results suggest that OSEM/PSF require less than half of 
the processing time needed for TOF /TOFPSF. In this regard, using TOFPSF with 
iterations shown in table 3.1 will result in a relatively long processing time, which might 
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not be feasible in the clinic. An alternative approach to be considered, if quantification of 
tumors is not the primary concern, is to use a small number of iterations for TOFPSF 
reconstruction. For example, if using 5 iteration for TOFPSF instead of 18 as shown in 
table 3.1 on the SBR 4:1 small phantom, resultant PET images and a comparison of 
image quality are shown in figure 3 .12. The smaller number of iterations results in a 
significantly decreased reconstruction time and background noise, however at the 
expense of a lower SUV mean for the smallest 10 mm sphere. 
Table 3.2: Reconstruction time for each algorithm 
OSEM TOF PSF TOFPSF 
5 iteration 1 min 4min 1.5 min 4min 
1 0 iteration 1.5 min 7min 2min 7.5 min 
20 iteration 2.5 min 13 min 3 min 14 min 
TOFPSF: 5 iteration TOFPSF: 18 iteration 
SUV mean of 10mm 0.74 0.97 
sphere (Measured/True) 
Background noise 22% 54% 
Reconstruction time 4min 12.5 min 
Figure 3.12: PET images of 5 and 18 iteration for TOFPSF in small phantom with 
SBR 4:1 , and a comparison in image quality and reconstruction time. 
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The improvement of TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF with respect to OSEM on image 
quality was assessed using the derived optimal iterations shown in table 3.1. Figure 3.6 
shows that the improvement in SNR increases with the increasing phantom sizes as 
expected. However the improvements in SNR for TOF are relatively similar among 
different sizes of spheres. For PSF and TOFPSF, the improvement decreases with 
increasing sphere sizes, since PSF corrects for the partial volume effect, which is more 
significant for small tumors. The average SNR-TOF/SNR-OSEM was 1.23, 1.49 and 1.66 
for the small, medium and large phantom respectively. Such a result is consistent with the 
relationship (131): 
(3.6) 
where Dis the diameter of the object, calculated as 
D=-2· 
transaxial area 
7r 
(3.7) 
in our study. LJd is the error in localization, and is due to the error in timing resolution, LJt 
(650ps), calculated 
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Figure 3.13: Square of the SNRToF to SNRosEM ratio vs. D/~d for the three phantoms. 
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D I !l.d for the three phantoms of SBR 4:1 used in this study, and a linear relationship can 
be found in the figure. 
TOF and PSF have different characteristics in hot and cold CRC respectively. 
PSF results in more improvement as compared to TOF in hot CRC, while TOF is better 
in cold CRC as shown in figure 3. 7, which are similar with previous fmdings. Using the 
iterations in table 3.1, TOF results in a significantly less background noise (p<5%) 
compared to other algorithms for the small and medium phantom, while PSF & TOFPSF 
has significantly less background noise (compared to OSEM and TOF) for the large 
phantom (p<5%) (figure 3.8). On the other hand, figure 3.11 shows that for the same 
iterations, PSF<TOFPSF<OSEM<TOF in image noise. In this regard, the very large 
iteration numbers used in PSF and TOFPSF to reach convergence compared to TOF in 
the small and medium phantom is the main reason of its larger image noise. However, for 
large phantom, PSF /TOFPSF finally achieved less image noise as compared to TOF. 
The results of the reduced acquisition time (figure 3.9) suggest that for patients 
with small and medium sizes, 1 minute TOF, PSF and TOFPSF reconstructions always 
resulted in worse SNR while 2 minutes had similar or higher SNR. On the other hand, for 
very large patient, 1 minute TOF, PSF or TOFPSF data could result in similar SNR to the 
3 min OSEM images. Furthermore, the difference in CRC between 1 and 2 minutes for 
each algorithm are small (figure 3.10), and suggest that CRC is not sensitive when 
decreasing acquisition time, however SNR is quite sensitive to the acquisition time 
(figure 3.9). 
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3.5 Conclusion 
Optimization of acquisition and reconstruction parameters for different object 
sizes and reconstruction algorithms have been derived for a TOF PET/CT scanner based 
on the convergence of SUV. Image quality has been compared between OSEM, TOF, 
PSF and TOFPSF after optimization. Such results could be used as guidance for clinical 
studies on this TOF PET/CT scanner. 
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Chapter 4 
Investigating the Use of Non-attenuation Corrected PET 
Images for the Attenuation Correction of PET Data in 
PET/MR Systems 
4.1 Background and Motivation 
PET imaging is widely used in clinical oncology to facilitate patient diagnosis in a 
wide variety of cancers (132-134). In addition to provide qualitative measurement, PET 
can also provide quantitative analysis of the radioactive tracer concentration by 
calculating the standardized uptake value (SUV) (135). This also enables the use of PET 
for evaluation of the response to cancer therapy (136), and kinetic modeling of tracer 
uptake (13 7). In order to achieve an accurate quantitative measurement of the PET tracer 
distribution, several correction techniques have to be applied, including the attenuation 
correction (AC) of gamma photons using attenuation maps. In current PET imaging, AC 
is often performed by an additional CT scan by the hybrid PET/CT scanners. CT image 
shows the electronic density of body tissues. Then the CT Hounsfield units can be 
bilinearly transformed to tissue attenuation coefficient at the energy of gamma photons at 
511 keV (138,139). 
PET/MR hybrid imaging has recently been introduced as a new multimodality 
imaging device that has gathered a widespread clinical interest (140, 141). MR imaging 
shows advantages over CT because of its high soft tissue contrast and its ability to assess 
functional parameters and physiological processes without X-ray radiation. However, 
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MR signal is not related to the electronic density of biologic tissue, therefore MR data 
cannot be transferred to tissue attenuation coefficient directly. In this regard, one 
challenge of this multimodality imaging device is how the AC of the PET data is 
performed. Currently several techniques have been proposed to rely on the use of the MR 
to either segment MR image into different tissue types and assign corresponding 
attenuation coefficients (142, 143), or to use representative anatomical atlas registration to 
yield an attenuation map (144). Nevertheless, MR-guided attenuation correction still 
remains challenging for whole-body imaging, which includes attenuation of MR 
hardware (145), positioning aids in the field-of-view (FOV) (146), and truncation in the 
transverse plane owing to the limited size ofthe MR FOV (147). 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of using the non-attenuated 
PET images (PET-NAC) as a means for the AC of PET data in the PET/MR systems. 
Similar ideas were first proposed in the 1990s when there was no PET/CT hybrid scanner. 
Several techniques have been suggested at that time to use PET -NAC only during the 
image reconstruction. These techniques can be divided into two classes. One class of 
algorithms applies segmentation algorithms to the emission sinograms or uncorrected 
emission images to locate regions of approximately constant attenuation, to which 
predefined attenuation coefficients can be assigned (148). The other class of algorithms 
attempts to extract information on the attenuation coefficients directly from the emission 
data by iterative inversion of the forward mathematical model using likelihood 
optimization, and simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation and activity (149). However, 
such techniques were not preferred at that time and a transmission scan was often 
acquired in addition to the emission scan to perform attenuation correction. Later in the 
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1990s such problem was resolved by using a CT scan and PET/CT scanner has been 
introduced. However, current interest in PET/MR imaging could re-apply these ideas of 
using PET-NAC for the AC of PET data in PET/MR systems. This paper proposed and 
assessed an iterative segmentation approach, which could segment PET-NAC into three 
tissue types (background air, soft tissue, and lung) and then create an attenuation map for 
PET reconstruction. Such an approach can potentially be an alternative method of MR-
based AC in PET/MR imaging. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
Iterative segmentation approach 
The PET-NAC images were used to create an attenuation map with three tissue 
types: background air, soft tissue, and lung. Three steps were involved in this iterative 
segmentation process. 
STEP 1: Body segmentation. The patient body contour is segmented from the 
PET-NAC image in STEP 1. An active contour model is used in this step (150), and 
models the contour as a mapping function from an interval [0, 1] to a 2D space: 
v(s) = (x(s),y(s)), S E (0,1] (4.1) 
where v is a mapping function, sis the independent variable, and (x, y) is the location of 
a resulting contour point. The energy function of this contour is defined as 
E = £ Eint(v(s)) + KEext(v(s))ds (4.2) 
where 
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(4.3) 
is the internal energy depending on the first-order term controlled by a and a second-
order term controlled by fJ. Eext(v(s)) is the external energy of the contour associated 
with images via their gradient magnitude and pixel intensity, and weighted by K. 
The contour searching process reaches equilibrium when internal and external 
forces are balanced, which corresponds to a local minimum of the energy E in equation 
( 4.2). This minimizing gives rise to the following Euler equation 
-av "+ [Jv ""+ !& E = 0 ext (4.4) 
As the model is implemented in discrete format, equation (4.4) becomes a finite 
difference equation 
Let 
VE I = (oEext(vi) oEext(v;)) = (I' ( . .) /, ( . .)) 
ext v=v a ' 0 J X x, 'Y, ' y x, ' Y, 
' xi Yi 
(4.6) 
Equation ( 4.5) can then be written is matrix form as 
Ax+ Kfx(x,y) = 0 (4.7) 
Ay+ K/y(x,y) = 0 (4.8) 
where A is a pentadiagonal banded matrix determined by a and fJ. 
To solve equations (4.7) and (4.8) iteratively, a product of a step size and the 
negative time derivatives are introduced to the right-hand side. The resulting equations 
are 
Axt + Kfx(xt-l'Yt-1) = -r(xt- xt-1) 
Ayt + Kjy(xt-l'Yt-1) = -r(Yt- Yt-1) 
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(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where r is a step size. At equilibrium, the time derivative vanishes and they become 
equations (4.7) and (4.8). Rearranging equations (4.9) and (4.10), the solution of the 
contour points at iteration t is 
X1 =(A+ rif1(rxt-1 -Kfx(xt-1'Yt-1)) 
Yt =(A+ rif1(YYt-1- K~(xt-1'Yt-1)) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Using this model, searching for the contour from an image is an optimization 
process from an initial contour. This model is performed on 2D image, and has to be 
repeated for each axial 2D slice of PET-NAC. An initial contour has to be drawn 
manually on the first slice, and then the optimized contour of the previous slice can be 
used as the automatic initial contour for the next slice. One contour is needed in the 
human torso region. However, in the legs region, or head & neck region with arms up, 
more than one contour has to be performed for each slice. 
After the contouring process, voxels inside the segmented body contour are then 
assigned a value of0.096 cm-1 to represent the attenuation coefficient of soft tissue at 511 
ke V. This segmented attenuation map is then used to attenuate correct and reconstruct the 
raw PET data. The resulting PET -AC images are then used as the input to the STEP 2 of 
the iterative process. 
STEP 2: Lung segmentation. The lung region is segmented from the resultant 
PET -AC from STEP 1. First a starting and ending slice are determined manually from 
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this PET-AC which include the whole lung region. A threshold is then calculated and 
used to segment the lung region on PET-AC. The threshold is determined by an optimal 
thresholding approach from the image intensity distribution (151) of the lung parts on 
PET-AC from STEP 1. 
Suppose p(i) is the intensity distribution of a digital image in the range [1, L]. A 
threshold k E [1, L] divides the image into two classes cl ([ 1, ... ' k ]) and c2 C[ k + 1, ... ' L ]) . 
Then the following statistics can be calculated: the probabilities of first and second class: 
a.>1 ( k) and a.>2 ( k) ; the mean value of first and second class: i1 ( k) and i2 ( k) ; variances of 
first and second class: 0"12 (k) and O"i(k); and the mean of the entire image: iT(k). 
where 
Then the optimal thresholding formulation is written as 
T(k)= log[v(k)+l] 
J(k) (4.13) 
A single maximum for T(k) can always be found, and the corresponding k is defined as 
the optimal threshold. 
The resultant voxel intensities that are greater than the optimal threshold k were 
considered to be lung tissue and were updated by a value of 0.024 cm-1 representing the 
attenuation coefficients of lung tissue at 511 keV. The updated attenuation map was then 
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used for a second time to attenuate correct and reconstruct the raw PET data, and the 
resulting PET-AC images were used as the input to the STEP 3 of the iterative process. 
STEP 3: Modification. The purpose of STEP 3 is to delineate parts of the heart 
and liver from the lung contour (red contour in figure 4.1) using a region growing 
approach (152) since these parts were unavoidably included in the lung region derived 
from STEP 2. 
PET-NAC Body contour PET -AC after STEP 1 
STEP 1 
PET -AC after STEP 2 Body and lung contour 
2nd recon Segment 
STEP2 _ __ _ ( 
PET-AC after STEP 2 Final PET-lAC 
STEP 3 
Figure 4.1: The flow chart of the whole iterative segmentation AC process. 
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A 3D region growing technique is applied based on a pre-selected seed point. The 
region is iteratively grown by comparing all unallocated neighboring pixels to the region. 
The difference between a pixel's intensity and the region's mean intensity is used as a 
measure of similarity. The pixel with the smallest difference measured this way is 
allocated to the region. This process stops when the intensity difference between region 
mean and new pixel intensity becomes larger than a certain threshold. The final grown 
region was then corrected by using a value of 0.096 cm-1 in the attenuation map. In 
addition, voxels in the lung region with SUVs greater than 1.5g/cc were considered to be 
lung tumors and were also modified by 0.096 cm-1 in this step. 
Finally the attenuation coefficients of the scanner couch were included based on 
the CT images to eliminate the impact of the couch on the accuracy of AC. The final 
attenuation map was then used to AC the raw PET data and result in a final PET image 
(PET -lAC). A flow chart of the whole iterative segmentation AC process is shown in 
figure 4.1. 
Phantom and Patient Studies 
A water fillable torso phantom with hollow spheres was scanned on a GE 
Discovery-RX PET/CT scanner. The specifications ofthis scanner can be found in (153). 
The activity concentration in the phantom spheres and background was 37.2 and 6.27 
kBq/cc respectively. A PET scan was acquired in 3D mode using 2 FOV with 5 minutes 
per FOV. CT-attenuation corrected PET (PET-CTAC), PET-NAC, and CT images were 
generated following the data acquisition using the standard scanner software. In addition 
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the PET-NAC images were used to create an attenuation map through the proposed 
iterative segmentation process and resulted in PET-lAC. 
In addition, ten patients were scanned on the same PET/CT scanner. Each patient 
study was acquired in 6 axial FOV with 3 minutes per FOV. PET-CTAC, PET-NAC, and 
CT images were generated for each patient using the standard scanner software. Then 
PET -lAC was generated for each patient from the iterative segmentation process. 
To evaluate the proposed segmentation approach, visual inspection was 
performed comparing PET-lAC and PET-CTAC. The SUV differences between PET-
lAC and PET -CTAC were also performed by calculating 2D histograms of SUV in PET-
CTAC over the SUV in PET-lAC. In addition, the tumors' SUV max was compared 
between PET-lAC and PET-CTAC to assess the accuracy oftumor quantification. 
4.3 Results 
Figure 4.2(a) shows an axial slice of the PET-NAC of a patient. The body contour 
after STEP 1 of the iterative segmentation approach is shown in figure 4.2(b ). Figure 
4.2( c) shows the CT image for comparison. The figures show that the derived body 
contour is very similar to that shown on the CT image. 
Figure 4.3(a) shows the same slice ofthe reconstructed PET-AC after STEP 1 for 
the same patient. Figure 4.3(b) shows the image intensity histograms of the lung region 
on this PET -AC, as well as the corresponding T(k) calculated from the optimal 
thresholding approach (equation (4.13)). The maximum of T(k) achieves at k=2300, 
which was then determined as the optimal threshold to segment lung region on figure 
4.3(a). The resulting attenuation map is shown in figure 4.3(c). Comparing figures 4.3(c) 
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and the CT image shown in figure 4.2(c), this map accurately shows the outer contour of 
the lung region, however it also includes other tissues (e.g. trachea) not belong to lung. 
(a) PET-NAC 
(b) Body contour 
CT 
(c) 
Figure 4.2: An axial slice of (a) PET-NAC, (b) body contour after STEP 1, 
and (c) reference CT image of a patient. 
(a) PET-AC after STEP 1 
Optimal thresholding 
(b) 
- Hi togram of image inten ity 
--·T(k) 
0 2000 4000 6000 sooo 10000 
Voxel intensity (k) 
(c) Body and lung contour after STEP 2 
Figure 4.3: (a) An axial slice of PET-AC after STEP 1, (b) image intensity 
histogram, and (c) body and lung contour in the STEP 2. 
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Figure 4.4(a) shows the reconstructed PET-AC after STEP 2. The region growing 
technique in STEP 3 of the iterative segmentation approach results in the region inside 
the red contour. This region is then added to the attenuation map from STEP 2 (figure 
4.4(b) or 4.3(c)), and finally results in the modified attenuation map (figure 4.4(c)). 
Figure 4.4( c) looks very similar to the CT image shown in figure 4.2( c), showing the 
feasibility of the proposed iterative segmentation approach. 
PET-AC after STEP 2 
(a) 
Bodv and lun2: contour after STEP 2 
(b) 
Final attenuation map 
(c) 
Figure 4.4: An axial slice of (a) PET-AC after STEP 2, (b) body and lung 
contour in the STEP 2, and (c) final attenuation map in the STEP 3. 
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Figure 4.5 shows a coronal slice of CT, PET-NAC, attenuation maps generated 
from proposed approach and CT, PET-lAC, and the reference PET-CTAC of the torso 
phantom. By visual inspection, the body contour and lung region in the attenuation map 
derived from PET-NAC looks similar to that derived from CT. However, the details in 
the lung structure are missing in our approach, and also there is a small difference 
between the PET-lAC and PET-CTAC. A comparison ofthe SUVs of the 6 hot spheres 
in the phantom between PET-lAC and the PET-CTAC are shown in table 4.1. PET-lAC 
SUVs are on average equal to 103±9% compared to the SUVs from the PET-CTAC. 
Table 4.1: SUV max ofthe spheres in the phantom 
Sphere# PET-CTAC PET-lAC %difference 
1 4.0 4.4 9% 
2 2.5 2.3 -7% 
3 1.4 1.5 9% 
4 2.8 3.0 10% 
5 2.9 2.6 -10% 
6 5.0 5.3 6% 
Average 3±9% 
Figure 4.6 shows the same images as in figure 4.5 for one patient. Visual 
inspection, shows a quite accurate body contour, and a reasonable lung region in the 
attenuation map derived from PET-NAC as compared to reference attenuation map. Also 
there is very small difference between PET-lAC and PET-CTAC. Table 4.2 shows the 
SUVs of 5 tumors in this patient (tumor #2 is shown on figure 4.6). PET-lAC SUVs are 
on average 109±3% as compared to the PET-CTAC SUVs. Figure 4.7 and table 4.3 are 
images and tumor quantification comparison for the other patient. Figures for the other 8 
patients are not shown. However, for all the 10 patients, PET-lAC tumor SUVs were on 
average equal to 11 0±8% compared to the SUV s from the PET -CT AC. 
CT PET-NAC 
PET-CTAC PET-lAC 
Figure 4.5: Comparison between PET-CTAC and PET-lAC of the torso 
phantom. 
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CT PET-NAC 
Attenuation map Attenuation map 
! ! 
PET-CTAC PET-lAC 
Figure 4.6: Comparison between PET-CTAC and PET-lAC of a patient. 
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CT PET-NAC 
! ! 
Attenuation map Attenuation map 
PET-CTAC PET-lAC 
Figure 4. 7: Comparison between PET -CT AC and PET-lAC of another patient. 
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Table 4.2: SUV max of the tumors in a patient 
Tumor# PET-CTAC PET-lAC %difference 
1 2.7 3.0 11 o/o 
2 2.6 2.9 11 °/o 
3 2.8 3.1 9olo 
4 3.9 4.3 9o/o 
5 5.3 5.5 4% 
Average 9±3°/o 
Table 4.3: SUV max of the tumors in another patient 
Tumor# PET -CTAC PET -lAC 0/o difference 
1 3.7 3.6 -2o/o 
2 3.5 3.6 2°/o 
3 6.2 6.4 4o/o 
4 6.3 6.3 1 o/o 
Average 1±3°/o 
Figure 4.8 shows the histogram (H) of SUV in PET-CTAC vs. SUV in PET-lAC 
for a patient. ~ is plotted in this figure instead of H to increase the contrast at lower 
1.2 
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Figure 4.8: Histogram(~ HI N is plotted instead of H) of SUV in PET-
CT AC vs. SUV in PET-lAC for a patient. The blue line shows the linear 
regression, while dashed red line shows y= x.) 
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levels. N is the number of voxels of the data set. The blue line shows the linear regression 
of the histogram, while dashed red line shows y= x as reference. In the figure and the 
computation of the regression coefficients, only SUVs of PET-CTAC with SUVs>0.2 
were taken into account to exclude the background voxels. This figure shows a similar 
quantification between PET-lAC and PET-CTAC in general. The linear regression ofthe 
histogram results in a relationship of y=l.06x-0.0007, with R2 of 0.975. 
4.4 Discussion 
This study investigated the feasibility of using PET -NAC as a means for the AC 
of PET images. Such an approach can be used when CT images are not available for the 
AC of PET. One potential application of this study is in PET/MR systems since no CT 
information is available. An iterative segmentation approach is proposed to use PET-
NAC images to create an attenuation map. Such approach could segment patient body 
into three tissue types: background air, soft tissue, and lung using three steps. Previous 
studies have shown that attenuation map composed of these three tissue types could result 
in reasonable quantification ( <1 0% error) in PET images (143). 
The key to the proposed segmentation approach is to segment the body contour 
from the background air, and to segment the lung region inside the body. The body 
contour is determined from the active contour model. One contour is needed for each 
axial slice in the human torso region. However, in the legs region, or head & neck region 
with arms up, more than one contour has to be performed for each slice. The 
segmentation of the lung region is rather difficult since the lung boundary is not obvious 
on PET-NAC especially at the lung-liver and lung-heart interface. In this regard, an 
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iterative segmentation process was applied to first perform a rough estimate of the lung 
region and then corrects it for details. One important procedure in STEP 3 of the 
segmentation procedure is to delineate lung lesions using a threshold of 1.5g/cc and then 
assign the attenuation coefficient of soft tissue for the lesions. This threshold has been 
chosen because previous study has shown that assigning the attenuation coefficient of air 
to lung tissue leads to errors up to 45% (154). In this regard, voxels with SUVs >1.5g/cc 
inside the lung could possibly have a true value of >3g/cc which would potentially be 
considered to be lung lesions. 
PET-NAC is quite noisy and has a low resolution as compared to the CT image, 
therefore the segmentation could not perform very accurately. Comparing standard 
attenuation map derived from CT and the attenuation map from our approach (figures 4.5, 
4.6 and 4.7), the biggest difference occurs in the delineation of the lung region, 
particularly in the detailed structures inside the lung and lung-liver and lung-heart 
interface. However, such difference does not bias the resultant PET-lAC and its 
quantification very much. The resultant PET-lAC was similar to the standard PET-CTAC 
as shown in figure 4.6 and 4.7. The SUV values of most of the tumors on PET-lAC are 
within 10% error as compared to PET-CTAC (tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). 
Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and figure 4.8 all shows that the SUVs from PET-lAC is 
always slightly higher than the SUV s from PET -CTAC. There are three possible reasons 
for such results. The first reason is that the segmented body contour is a little larger than 
the actual body contour derived from CT image. Figure 4.9 shows an axial slice of the 
patient body size in the head & neck and abdomen region respectively. The black region 
corresponds to the patient body that is shown in both CT image and from our approach, 
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while the gray voxels are that included in our approach but excluded from the CT. The 
results show that our approach tends to overestimate the body size, which will 
overestimate the attenuation effect and thus excessively correct for the activity 
concentration, and finally result in higher SUVs in the final PET-lAC as compared to 
PET-CTAC. 
(a) Head &neck 
Abdomen 
(b) 
Figure 4.9: Body contour of (a) head & neck, (b) abdomen region; Black 
region corresponds to the patient body that is shown in both CT image and 
from our approach, while the gray voxels are that included our approach 
but exclude from the CT. 
The second reason is that a fixed attenuation coefficient of 0.0096cm-1 is used for 
all tissues except for the lung region in the final attenuation map. However, CT image 
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could derive attenuation coefficient ranges from 0.008 to 0.012cm-1 for these body tissues. 
This might result in possible overestimation in the attenuation correction and the 
corresponding SUV measurement. 
The third reason is that CT only captures a single phase of the patient's respiration. 
Therefore if the patient has lung tumors, CT image shows the tumor size correspond to a 
single phase. On the other hand, the tumor size in PET image corresponds to all the 
phases, which is always larger than the size shown on CT. In this regard, our attenuation 
map displays a larger size of soft tissues corresponds to such tumors than that derived 
from CT. Such attenuation map increases the resultant tumor SUV since more attenuation 
correction is performed with respect to CT attenuation map. An example of such case is 
shown in figure 4.10. Figure 4.10(a) shows a coronal slice of a patient's CT image, and 
figure 4.1 O(b) shows the same slice of PET -AC after STEP 2 of the proposed 
segmentation approach. This figure is the input to STEP 3 whereby heart, liver and lung 
tumors will be modified to be soft tissue. Comparing the two tumors in arrows between 
figure 4.10(a) and (b), we can see that these tumors occupy more voxels in figure 4.10(b), 
probably due to the respiratory motion. In this regard, our approach results in a larger size 
of these two tumors in the final attenuation map. Finally the SUV s of these two tumors in 
the PET-lAC are 14% and 17% higher than that shown on the PET-CTAC. However, we 
consider that our results should be closer to the true value by estimating the tumor size 
more accurately. 
Another potential advantage of our approach is that it could possibly eliminates 
the "banana artifact" existed in the diaphragm region due to the respiratory motion. 
Figure 4.11(a) shows a coronal slice of a patient's PET-CTAC, where a banana shaped 
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light region can be seen above the liver. Such effect is caused by the motion of the 
CT PET-AC after STEP 2 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.10: A coronal slice of a patient's (a) CT image, (b) PET-AC after 
STEP 2 of the proposed iterative segmentation approach; showing 
different sizes of the tumors in arrows. 
diaphragm during patient's respiration, which results in the mismatch between PET and 
CT. Figure 4.11(b) shows the same slice from PET-lAC derived by our approach, which 
shows an elimination of such artifact. 
Histograms comparing SUVs in PET-CTAC to SUVs in PET-lAC (figure 4.8) 
show that the quantification in PET-lAC is quite accurate. The linear regression of the 
histogram results in a relationship of y=1.06x-0.0007, with R2 of 0.975. It is very close to 
the ideal situation (red dashed line in figure 4.8) of y=x. For all the 10 patients in this 
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study, the regression lines on average has the form of y=(l.07±0.07)x+(0.0002±0.0011), 
with R2=0.98±0.008. This result shows a minor tendency of overestimation in the SUVs 
in the proposed segmentation approach, and its reasons have been stated above. Overall, 
SUV s are very close to the reference SUV according to the histogram and the linear 
regression. 
PET-CTAC PET-lAC 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.11: A coronal slice of a patient's (a) PET-CTAC, (b) PET-lAC 
derived by the proposed iterative segmentation approach. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
Preliminary results suggest that the use of PET -NAC as a means for the AC of 
PET images is feasible in the clinic. Such approach can potentially be an alternative 
method ofMR-based AC in PET/MR imaging. 
Chapter 5 
Summary and Future Work 
5.1 Summary 
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This thesis focuses on the optimization of three novel developments in positron 
emission tomography (PET) imaging. The major part of this thesis is composed of three 
projects (chapter 2-4). Each project evaluated the image quality of one novel 
development in PET imaging. The three novel developments in PET imaging are as 
follows: 
1. Fully 3D PET data acquisition and reconstruction have recently replaced 2D 
mode. 3D acquisition provides better detection as compared to 2D since it can 
accept more events. In addition, it can result in a lower radiation dose to the 
patient and shorter imaging times. However, this higher sensitivity in 3D comes at 
the expense of higher scatter and random counts. In addition, there are many more 
data in a 3D acquisition compared to a 2D acquisition requiring more memory 
and computational power for image reconstruction. 3D acquisition is followed by 
3D data reconstruction. A fully 3D ordered subsets expectation maximization 
(OSEM) algorithm has recently been developed. This algorithm incorporates 
corrections for random, scatter and attenuation coincidences within the iterative 
loop to improve image quality. 
2. The development of the time-of-flight (TOF) PET scanner is the state of the art 
scanner, as compared to conventional PET scanner. A TOF scanner characterizes 
the location of the annihilation point along the line-of-response (LOR) with a 
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precise measurement of the difference in arrival times of the two annihilation 
photons. This localization leads to reduced noise propagation in the reconstruction 
algorithm. This improvement in image quality is manifest as an increase in the 
image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As the TOF resolution improves, spatial 
uncertainty decreases and the SNR increases by a larger factor. Furthermore, as 
the cross section of the imaged object increases, the improvement in SNR also 
increases by a large factor. This has an important advantage in improved image 
quality for large patients, since conventional imaging of this patient population 
yields inferior image quality due to low counting rates or requiring long scanning 
sessions at the expense of patient comfort. 
3. The combination of PET with MR imaging is contemplated as the next step in the 
evolution of hybrid imaging, following the success of PET/CT imaging currently 
available. MR imaging shows the advantages over CT because of its high soft 
tissue contrast and its ability to assess functional parameters and physiological 
processes (e.g. heart function, blood flow or diffusion and perfusion) without the 
application of X-ray radiation. A combined PET/MR system can provide both the 
anatomical and structural description of MR simultaneously with the quantitative 
capabilities of PET. In addition, such a system would allow exploiting the power 
of MR spectroscopy to measure the regional biochemical content and to assess the 
metabolic status or the presence of neoplasia and other diseases in specific tissue 
areas. 
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The three major sections in this thesis optimize/investigate the PET image quality 
for the three novel developments respectively. The primary contributions of these three 
sections are as follows: 
1. An investigation is performed using phantoms to evaluate the relationship 
between the raw data noise equivalent count rate (NECR) and the image SNR in 
PET imaging when a fully 3D OSEM reconstruction algorithm is applied. To our 
knowledge, this relationship has not been previously studied for a fully 3D OSEM 
reconstruction model. In addition, the effects of the NECR-SNR relationship on 
patient results is assessed by analyzing patient studies with different body mass 
index (BMI) and scanner types. In both phantom and patient studies, linear and 
nonlinear reconstruction methods were used to evaluate this relationship while 
using various reconstruction parameters. Two different scanner designs were also 
included to assess the effect of detection efficiency from various detector 
materials on the NECR and SNR. The relationship between NECR and SNR 
derived from this investigation can be used to determine the acquisition and 
reconstruction parameters that could optimize PET image quality. 
2. A comprehensive assessment is performed to evaluate PET image quality on a 
newly developed TOF PET/CT scanner. The investigation first optimizes the 
iteration numbers for all iterative algorithms available on this scanner: OSEM, 
+TOF, +point spread function (PSF) and +TOF&PSF (TOFPSF). We believe that 
such an optimization is necessary to perform a fair comparison of image quality 
between these algorithms. Following optimizations, the improvement in image 
quality of advanced algorithms (TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF) with respect to OSEM 
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is assessed. Finally the effect of scan duration is evaluated to determine whether 
similar image quality could be obtained using less scan time for advanced 
algorithms (TOF, PSF, and TOFPSF) as compared to OSEM. Different phantom 
sizes, sphere sizes and sphere-to-background ratios (SBRs) were used for this 
comprehensive evaluation. The derived results could be used as guidance for 
clinical studies on this TOF PET/CT scanner. 
3. The feasibility of using the non-attenuated PET images (PET-NAC) as a means 
for the AC of PET data in the PET/MR systems is investigated. An iterative 
segmentation approach is proposed. This approach has the ability to segment 
PET-NAC into three tissue types (background air, soft tissue, and lung) and then 
assign a predefined attenuation coefficient for each tissue type. Finally an 
attenuation map is created for PET image reconstruction. This iterative 
segmentation approach is assessed using both phantom and patient studies. Such 
an approach can potentially be an alternative method of MR-based AC in 
PET /MR imaging. 
The major results and conclusions of the first project (chapter 2) are as follows: 
• A linear correlation is found between the SNR squared and the NECR in 3D-
reprojection (RP) reconstruction algorithm. This linear relationship is based on 
the linear noise propagation of this algorithm. 
• The relationship between SNR squared and the NECR is non-linear when using 
3D-OSEM reconstruction irrespective of the scanner and reconstruction 
parameters used. 
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• The SNR squared and the trues rate is linear when using 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction, regardless of the choice of scanner and reconstruction parameters. 
• The image SNR of the Discovery-RX (DRX) scanner is higher than that of the 
Discovery-STE (DSTE) scanner when 3D-RP reconstruction was used. When 3D-
OSEM reconstruction is used, the two scanners have similar SNRs despite having 
different NECRs. 
• Patient results show that the difference in NECR as well as SNR between the two 
scanners when using 3D-RP is statistically significant. However, the SNR 
between the two scanners is not statistically significantly different when using 
3D-OSEM. This finding suggests that the SNR may not correlate with the NECR 
when 3D-OSEM reconstruction is used. 
• For clinical PET applications that require high injected ACs (e.g., cardiac 
imaging), the SNR cannot be predicted by the NECR when using 3D-OSEM 
reconstruction but should be based on the measured trues count rate. Furthermore, 
our results suggest that scanners with higher NECRs do not result in better image 
quality when 3D-OSEM is used. 
The major results and conclusions of the second project (chapter 3) are as follows: 
• The convergence rate TOF > OSEM > TOFPSF > PSF, and also a faster 
convergence is achieved for the small phantom compared to larger phantoms. 
• The standardized uptake value (SUV) for the TOF reconstruction reaches a 
slightly higher value than OSEM. PSF can achieve higher values than TOF, 
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showing a further improvement in quantification. The best results were obtained 
when TOF and PSF were used together. 
• The image noise increment per iteration for PSF /TOFPSF is smaller compared to 
OSEM/TOF. 
• OSEM/PSF requires less than half of the processmg time needed for 
TOF/TOFPSF. 
• The improvement in SNR for TOF increases with the increasing phantom sizes. 
However the improvements in SNR for TOF are relatively similar among 
different sizes of spheres. For PSF and TOFPSF, the improvement decreases with 
increasing sphere sizes, since PSF corrects for the partial volume effect, which is 
more significant for small tumors. 
• TOF and PSF have different characteristics in hot and cold contrast recovery 
coefficient (CRC) respectively. PSF results in more improvement as compared to 
TOF in hot CRC, while TOF is better in cold CRC. 
• TOF results in smallest background noise for small and medium phantoms, while 
TOFPSF leads to the smallest background noise for large phantom. 
• For patients with small and medium sizes, 1 minute TOF, PSF and TOFPSF 
reconstructions always result in worse SNR while 2 minutes had similar or higher 
SNR. On the other hand, for very large patient, 1 minute TOF, PSF or TOFPSF 
data could result in similar SNR to the 3 min OSEM images. 
• The difference in CRC between 1 and 2 minutes for each algorithm are small, and 
suggest that CRC is not sensitive when decreasing acquisition time. 
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• Our results could be used as guidance for clinical studies on this TOF PET/CT 
scanner. 
The major results and conclusions of the third project (chapter 4) are as follows: 
• An iterative segmentation approach is proposed to use PET-NAC images to create 
an attenuation map. Such approach could segment patient body into three tissue 
types: background air, soft tissue, and lung using three steps. 
• The SUV s from our approach is slightly higher than the SUV s from standard 
image. The SUV values of most of the tumors on our approach are within 10% 
error as compared to standard value. 
• Our approach could possibly eliminates the "banana artifact" existed in the 
diaphragm region due to the respiratory motion. Also we consider that our 
attenuation map estimated the tumor size more accurately. 
• Preliminary results suggest that the use of PET -NAC as a means for the AC of 
PET images is feasible in the clinic. Such approach can potentially be an 
alternative method ofMR-based AC in PET/MR imaging. 
5.2 Future Work 
The three projects optimize three novel developments in PET imaging. These 
initial investigations in how PET image quality will be changed under new technologies 
only provide a first glance or guidance on the manipulation of PET data acquisition and 
reconstruction. Deeply investigations are required to further optimize or improve PET 
image quality. 
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The first project investigated the relationship between NECR and SNR for fully 
3D OSEM reconstruction. The phantom and patient studies all acquired on one of the two 
General Electric PET/CT scanners. However, there are many other PET/CT systems that 
are currently available from General Electric, as well as from other manufacturers (e.g. 
Siemens, Phillips, etc.). This relationship needs further examinations on these systems to 
obtain a more generalized conclusion. In addition, the 3D-OSEM algorithms on these 
different PET/CT systems are different. This relationship also needs investigations for 
these different versions of 3D-OSEM algorithms to evaluate its feasibility. Finally, the 
relationship between true count rate and SNR squared has been found to be linear from 
experimental studies, which has not been reported previously. This relationship lacks a 
mathematical demonstration in theory. Further investigation in 3D-OSEM algorithm 
mathematically may provide such theoretically confirmation in the future. 
The second project optimizes the acquisition and reconstruction parameters of a 
newly developed TOF PET/CT scanner. In the phantom studies, no post filter has been 
applied on any reconstruction algorithm to preserve the original property of each 
algorithm. However, in clinical studies, post filters are always applied following iterative 
reconstruction to decrease image noise and improve image quality, as preferred by 
physicians for diagnosing. The larger the filter width, the smaller the image noise, but 
also the worse the image quantification and resolution. In this regard, filter width has to 
be carefully determined. Currently there is no gold standard of how much filter should be 
applied on image. The standard filter width is usually determined by human observation. 
Images applied with different filters are generated and evaluated by several physicians. 
Physicians then graded each image and finally the one with the highest score is chosen as 
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the standard clinical protocol. Therefore, investigation in post filter is a very important 
work in addition to the assessment that has been performed. In the future, different filter 
widths should be applied on the optimized phantom images, and these images will be 
graded by several physicians to determine the final filter selection. Furthermore, patient 
studies have to be performed in the future to validate the results derived from phantom 
studies. 
The third project proposed an iterative segmentation approach to segment PET-
NAC into three tissue types, and then generated an attenuation map for AC of PET data. 
However, PET-NAC is quite noisy and has a low resolution, therefore the segmentation 
could not be performed very accurately, especially in the detailed structures inside the 
lung and lung-liver and lung-heart interface. In the future, investigation in better 
algorithm to segment lung region is warranted. Moreover, ways to segment image into 
more than 3 tissue types will be an improvement for the current algorithm. Approaches 
that could combine MR based and PET-NAC based AC may be an interesting topic in the 
future. Such approach has the ability to include the advantages of both methods and thus 
provide a more accurate attenuation map. Finally, the implementation problems should be 
taken into account when applying this technique on future PET/MR hybrid systems. For 
example, MR hardware and the positioning aids are unavoidable in the PET imaging 
field-of-view. Such devices could not be seen on PET images and may raise problem if 
not attenuate corrected properly. More evaluation should be performed on how to 
generate attenuation maps that also include these devices. 
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